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Rockport Bridge Open to Traffic

John Peterson, Truckman, Grasped 2400 Volt
Power Line During Building Moving Project
John Peterson. 35, of the Bog
Road. Rockland, escaped electrocu
tion Sunday afternoon on Thomas
ton street, but sustained serious
electrical bums which hospitalized
him.
Peterson who received burns on
the hands, face and neck from a
2400-volt line of Central Maine
Power Company, is in Knox Hospi
tal in serious condition.
As near as can be determined.
Peterson was assisting Richard
Kirk in moving a four-room house
from the South side of Thomaston
street, to a lot on the North side.
The building was loaded on a low
bed trailer operated by Kirk.
Peterson is reported to have
been on the roof of the building
as the trailer moved across the
highway. As the load was moved
off the roadway toward its new
location, Peterson came in contact
with the power lines. It is thought
that he might have reached up to
fend off telephone lines and acci

Seaman Injured

dentally grasped
a power line,
possibly as the building lurched as
the trailer went over the ditch.
Peterson was rendered uncon
scious by the shock and fell to the
roof of the building. He was re
moved with the help of the Cen
tral Maine emergency crew, which
was summoned to cut the power in
the section.
Division Manager Robert W.
Hudson of Central Maine said
Monday that his company had not
been acquainted with the intent
of Kirk to move the building and
that the emergency crew was
called only after the accident. Fire
Chief Van E. Russell said Sunday
that there had been no permit is
sued to move the building.
Peterson sustained severe burns
on the right hand. The left hand
was also burned. He received a
flash bum about the face and a
superficial burn across the neck
under the chin. He was attended
by Dr. Charles D. North.

Stockport's lung awaited bridge over Goose River was opened over the week-end. I,. True Spear, Sr., is
reported to have been the first driver over the as yet uncompleted span. The opening of the bridge once more
unites the community which has been separated fur several month- while the temporary wooden bridge was
t razed and the new steel and concrete structure constructed.

CHAIRMAN CONNELLAN SPEAKS RED CROSS GIVESjS.OOO HERE

Engineroom Fall Resulted In
Severe Back Injury To
Head Of March Of Dimes Effort Tells Down To Disaster Relief Extended To 41 Fishermen;
Coast Guardsman
Seaman Apprentice
Bernard
Urycki. 19, of the Coast Guard cut
ter Snohomish is at Knox Hospital
with back injuries received in a fall
in the engineroom of the cutter
Sunday afternoon.
Urycki, who Joined the ship on
Wednesday of last week, is said to
have fallen down the ladder lead
ing from the main deck to the en
gine room of the ship. He was a
mess cook aboard the ship.
He was attended by Dr Paul
Millington of
Camden, Coast
Guard contract physician in the
area, who ordered him removed to
Knox Hospital at 330 p. m.
A resident of Chicago, Urycki
had only recently completed re
cruit training and was assigned
from boot camp to the cutter.

Deputy Director
John H. Montgomery Of
Camden Joins the County
Organization
John H. Montgomery of 33 Moun
tain street. Camden, has been ap
pointed Deputy Director No. 5. in
the Knox County organization for
Civil Defense.
Mr. Montgomery is a former
newspaper man of wide experience
on several metropolitan newspa
pers and has made his home in
Camden for the past two and a
half years. During the war he
was an instructor in navigation in
charge of the Naval Air Arm with
headquarters at the Naval Air
Station at Banana River in Florida
His office will be at the County
Control enter with General Lord.
Director of Civil Defense, on the
ground floor of the Knox County
Court House, telephone 400.
It is heartening to those nowengaged in the direction and ad
ministration of the overall civil
defense program to observe the
initiative and interest being taken
by tlie people generally in the
plans being formulated for the de-

Earth Story Of Infantile Paralysis Problem
The case for Knox County as to
Infantile Paralysis is stated here
by the man best qualified to state
it, James Connellan chairman for
1951 and many years before ol
Knox County Chapter of the
March of Dunes. Mr. Connellan
says: This is "our story" as to in
fantile Paralysis here in Knox
County:—
The accumulated
balance of
funds in the treasury of the Knox
County Chapter obtained from the
1950 campaign and from all pre
vious fund
raising campaigns
through the "March of Dimes" to
talled $5.004.71—which was less
than one-third of the $17,000.00
needed to care for the hospital bills
for ten patients stricken in the
gTeat epidemic of 1949, added to
seven patients who were already
receiving care for polio.
What to do? that these 17 seri
ously stricken patients must re
ceive proper care, there was no
doubt. One Vinalhaven High School
boy had died within lour days after
being stricken,—a mother and her
young child were both stricken in
Camden, and a young poultry far
mer, Norman Dickey, aged 27 years
of Hope, became the first "Iron

fense of this area.
In this connection it should be
recognized that all special efforts
in this work should be co-ordinated
and channelled through the office
of the county director, to conform
with the general structure of the
Civil Defense Organization, which
will automatically take over the
management and direction of the
united effort when disaster strikes.
This is in accord with the Maine
Civil Defense and Public Safety
Act of 1949 which outlines the form
which the organization shall take
as well as the duties to be per
formed. Enrollment in the Red
Cross becomes automatically a
part of the public safety system.

Vinalhaven Office To Be Opened Today

Lung," or respirator case to occur
Red Cross has extended aid to issue funds
in Knox County,
The past month, Miss Helen
local lobstermen to the extent of
We spent $4,671.21 to care fer 16 55.00C since the storm of late No Crane, a disaster reserve worker of
of our cases,—other than the Northe Eastern Area Headquarters at
man Dickey 'Iron Lung" case,— vember. A total of 41 disaster cases Alexandria. Va . has been contact
thus leaving the present balance have been processed at the Rock ing fishermen through the Knox
in our trea u.y at $422 60, but the land office of the Red Cross by field County Chapter
Norman Dickey ca*;' required the workers.
Ebe will be in Vinalhaven this
aid of the New York Headquarters Tlie funds expended have not been week, probably arriving there Tues
Office o! the National Foundat.on in the form of loans but were out day, and will open an office for in
for Infantile Paralysis. Inc. The right rants for emergency aid. terviewing
fishermen
at
The
story of how this aid was requested Koir.“ were issued to those who Islander.
by ihe Knox County Chapter and v. ere waiting RFC loans and who
She feeLs that the field has been
was given by the National Founda- | had run short of cash in the mean- pretty much covered in the Rock
tion. well illustrates the w.se and ; time Others were to buy lob6ter land area and the coast to Friend
beneficial plan of operation by i trap stock and gear in general with ship and Camden. However, should
which the Foundation administers 1 which to set up in business again, there be emergency cases where
the funds and gives emergency aid I Red Cross workers were in the help is needed, she will accept ap
to any stricken area where help Ls city within hours of the time that plications. She can be reached
needed.
‘the coastal area was labeled as a through the Red Cross office in
In this case —as contrasted with disaster area and were ready to j Rockland
the total of S2.7C0.44 one-half share ;
___ .________________________
of our total collection of $5400.88
raised in our 1950 March of Dimes
Campaign, which the Knox Ccunty
Chapter remitted to the Naticna’ Delivery Truck Wrecked In Knox March Of Dimes Drive
Headquarters of the Foundation,
Searsmont Friday: Cargo
Led Bv Village Workers:
according to the plan of operation,
Undamaged
Bicknell Men Give
—lor the Norman Dickey case
alone, the National Foundation tor
Perley Birtlctt. 27. of Rockland.
The tiny community of SimonInfantile sent their check lor dr.ver for General Ice Cream Cor- | ton's Corner became the first town
$8,623 i3 to pa,, the hospital l ,11s p0ratj0n receiVed scalp lacerations in Knox County to send in its 1951
on the Norman D.ckey case from |
,( ,ruck crath Qn Rq
131 in
the beginning of his illness to Searsmont Friday afternoon. He contribution to the March of
July 1. 1950, and thereafter the Na- was treated at Waldo County Dimes. Mrs. Reita Holden of
titonal Foundation removed Mr. General Hospital in Belfast and Rockland, Womans Division chair
D.ckey to the Mary MacArthur released to his home.
man. announced today.
Home which was recently dedicated
A check for $50 was received this
The ice cream delivery truck is
to her daughter by the famous act reported to have skidded on the week-end by Rockport town chair
ress Ke en Hayes, at Wellesley, iey covered highway and to have man Mrs. Russe'.l Upham from the
Mass. Another bill of $3,911.03 re gone off the road to strike a tree. Simonton's Corner
Community
mains unpaid on the Dickey care
Scmintons Corner town
The frent end of the four-tor. Club
for treatment in Maine from July unit was completely wrecked, ac chairman is Mrs. Alice Simonton..
1, 1950 up tc his removal to Welles cording to the owners, but the re- ‘ The denation is the second to be
ley, Ma-s., on November 15. 1950.
frigerated cargo compartment was received to date for the Knox
So you can see from thr fcrego- undamaged The load ,.as latfr | County campaign which started
ing accornt that Knox County pa- transferred
another unit
Monday. The other contribution
tients have received more aid frem
came from the local machinists’
the National Foundation fer In an, Rockland. Maine, as we desire union at the Bicknell Manufacturfantile Paralysis than we have ever to see to it that every polio patient I :n" Company
been able to provide ourselves. Now. is given proper care.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
isn’t a plan of such demonstrated
werth deserving of the support of
all Knox County people
Well, that is our story. We need
your help and your money to care
for Knox County infantile Paraly
sis patients. We now have tut $423.
60 on hand. Will you send us your
check and will you ask .vour friends
to give to thus urgently needed fund
to "Fight Infantile Paralysis ”
Mr. Connellan adds — Make
checks payable to March of Dimes,
Knox Co., Maine. Anyone who
knows of a Polio case existing is
requested to notify the Knox Coun
ty Chapter, care of James Connell

Fro-Joy Driver Hurt

Simonton First In
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DRAGGER CREWMAN DROWNED

Probe Report Held Up

Between Dock and Ship Sunday Evening

The official report cf Governor
Frederick G. Payne relative to the
recent investigation o: alleged in
humane treatment of prisoners at
Maine State Prison Ls now with
held until Thursday. The report
was originally scheduled to have
been released to the press today.
Payne said this morning that a
verbal report given to him, in ad
dition to the written report, by
the investigating board led him to
cenduet further investigation. He
said that he is now checking this
angle of the report and expects to
be able to release the findings of
the investigators in full
by
Thursday.
A statement previously released
by Rev. Alfred G Hempstead,
chairman of investigating board,
supported Warden J. Wallace Lov
ell and his administration of the
Thomaston institution.

Verbal Statement Of Board
Leads Payne To Further
Ernest Nystrom, Purple Heart Holder, Fell
Check Prison Case

Ernest Nystrcm, 26. was acci-1 was sighted between the Elin B
dentally drowned after a fall from and the dock at 8.30 p m Nystrcm
the West side of the O Hara dock-I
taken ;rcm the wa,er at 8 35
wotkers having to first lift him
early Sunday evening. A- near as
I from the water, at low tide to the
can be determined, he and a com- deck cf the Elin B . and then use a
panion. William Lermond. were coast Guard basket stretcher to
making their way to the dragger j rai?e him the 15 feet to the dock.
Ruth M. when the accident ocNystrom at veteran of World War
curred, possibly about 8 p. in
i 2 and holder of the Purple Heart.
Dr. Charles D. North, Knox ' «as born in Rockland July 4 1924,
Ccunty Medical Examiner, gave a I to the late Charles Nystrom and
verdict of death by accidental Eneeda iFordt Nystrom
drowning.
He is survived by his mother,
Nystrom in falling, struck either | Mrs. Eneeda Wail of Tillson Avenrall of the dragger Elin B.. which I ue; four brother-, John and Wilwas beside the pier or a wharf tim- liam Nystrom of Rockland: Charles
ber with his head, sustaining a cut Nystrom of Portland and Eaward
in his scalp and injuries to one side Nystrom who is with the Army,
of his face, possibly rendering him Three stepbrothers survive; Richunconscicus. The Ruth M. on ard, Robert and Calvin Kelley, all
which Nystrom was a crewman, of Rockland. There are five sisters,
was tied up outside the Elin B
Mrs. Pauline Dudley, Miss Loretta
First news of the incident came Nystrom. Miss Beverly Nystrom,
to the police at 8.15 p. m. after Mrs Catherine I.aCombe and Mrs
Lermond had made his way to the Lulu Small all of Rockland,
home of Mrs. Eneeda Wall, mothFuneral services will be held
er of Nystrom. and told of the from the Russell Funeral Home
acc.dent.
Thursday at 2 p. m. with Rev. J.
Fire department flood lights Charles
MacDonald
off:ciat,ng.
were used to light the docks while Bearers will be members of the
firemen and Coast Guardsmen American Legion. Burial wi.l be in
worked to recover the body which Seaview cemetery.

RED CROSS COUNTY QUOTA
Drive Goal Set At $13,939—This Will Also
Finance Local Blood Donor Program
Knox County’s 1951 R"d Cross
Fund Drive quota has been set by
National Headquarters at $13,439
this year, $1,100 of which will fin
ance a blood donor program.
The quota was announced at a
quarterly meeting of the executive
board on Friday night Jan. 12. at
which Red Cross grants to Knox
County fishermen hit by the No
vember storms were approved.
A chairman for the county will
be chosen within a week tc handle
this year’s drive, with Robert
Gregory. Edward Ladd and Allan
Murray on the chairman com
mittee.
At the meeting Executive secre
tary Isaac L. Hammond also sent
out word that First Aid Instructors
whose certificates had expired and
who were interested in renewal
with the speeding up of Civilian
programs should contact him at
the Main street Red Cross oftice
in Rockland.
Miss Madeline Blalcck and Miss
Helen Crane of Red Cross Headquarters who have been handling
’he fishermen's cases here an
nounced that 40 grants had been
made amounting to $4.3f>7.15 to
families in towns of Ash Point,
Owl's Head. Spruce Head, Ten
ant's Harbor, Port Clyde, Pleasant
Point and Rockland.
Largest cne was about $300 and
the moneys, outright grants from
Red Cross, went for maintaining
families but mostly for replacing
gear so that fishermen could get
back to work. Most of them were
lobstermen and in many cases they
were able to salvage some traps,
but lacked preciods rope which they
were able to get through Red

Actress Helen Hayes Meets Dickeys

CHILDREN’S ART CLASSES
Registration Saturday Morning, Jan. 20
10.00 A. M. in Museum Auditorium
Fee for Materials, $2.00
Twelve Lessons, Drawing, Paintings as well as
Gallery Talks and Films
Use of Mounted Birds and Animals as
supplementary material.

FARNSWORTH ART MUSEUM

Volume 106. Number 7.

|5.0d per rear
M.te ala month*

SPORTS NIGHT
FEATURING

WALTER DROPO OF THE RED SOX

THE BLACK CAT
tte The

Roving Reporter

When a group of school pupils
started a rough house in the
Rockland Public Library not long
ago. an indignant patron sought to
quiet them But the boys became
tougher than ever, and the indig
nant patron took the leader by
the ear and threw him out of
doors.
The librarian thanked
him, and so far as known the boy
now flourishes in other quarters.
President Coolidge once invited
some Vermont friends to dine at
the White House. They were wor
ried about their table manners, so
dec.ded to do everything Coolidge
did. The meal passed smoothly
until coffee was served and Cool
idge poured his into a saucer. The
guests followed suit. Then he add
ed sugar and cream The visitors
did likewise. Then Coolidge leaned
over and gave his to the cat.—
Readers’ Digest.

The Black Cat has no desire to
be a dog. but can't help envying
the fortunate canine which lives
not many miles from the Court
House. No kennel for that doggie;
he makes his home in a furnished
apartment created especially for
himself, and equipped with a spe
cial bed. pillow and all. A dog’s
life, indeed!

Curl Stilphen. prominent in local
civic and fraternal circles has ac
cepted the chairmanship of the
approaching Ked Cross campaign
for Rockland.

Gloria Swanson, famous screen
star, advises women to dress "simp
ly." Seme of the dresses couldn't
be much .-impler and get past the
censor.

When Chicago had its half-mil
lion dollar fire last Friday televi
sion carried the news to millions.
Cross aid.
If they could have televised the
Families ranged from husband
prank Mrs O'Leary's cow cut up a
anc^ wife a'one' often with one or good many years ago it. would have
more ill in the groups, up to fam
been something to have written
ilies with nine children.
heme about.
Disaster chairman Edward Dornan of Thomaston pointed out
In a Knox County town a few
that this was the second time in days ago a veteran of World War I
three years that Red Cross aid on was buried with but a solitary
a Disaser basi^ was granted in mourner at the luneral. Not even
Knox County, the previous occa brother veterans for bearers. Was
sion during the drawn out Bog somebody delinquent? It would ap
fcrest flies near Rockland.
pear so.

FATHER OFJIGOT MISSING
James Belcher, Jr., Of Washington Missing In
Action In Korea Since November 28
Corporal James H Belcher. Jr..
37. of Washington, father of eight
children, is mining in action in
Korea. Official notfication w.s received by his wife, the former Viola
Ripley of Washington, last Satur
day.
The family will be remembered
by people of the area as that which
was burned out of their North
Washington home in April of 1948
At that time, they were housed,
clothed and supplied with household needs and foods by generous
donations from all sections of the
coastal area.
The father enlisted in the Army
the folowing July and was until
last August stationed at Fort Wil-

liams in South Portland.
He was sent into Korea and was
reported missing in September.
Later, he was reported to have
been wounded and to have been
located in an Army hofpiul Pol.
lowing treatment for his wounds,
he was returned to duty with his
unit
The official dispatch from Army
headquarters Informed his wife
that he had been missing in action since Nov. 28. It is presumed
that a letter from the Adjutant
General win give further details
on the missing soldier.
Children of the missing man are,
Ann, 14: David, 13; Anna Jean,
11; George. 9: Teddy. 8: Frank, 5;
Jerome. 4 and a younger child.

IN PERSON

Plus Films of Baseball and Football Greats

RESPONSIBLE MAN WANTED

SATURDAY NIGHT, JAN. 20

A Responsible Man Wanted for Rockland Business.
Requires Executive Ability and First Class
References. Prefer someone with knowledge of
Bookkeeping and Salesmanship.

AT 8.45 O'CLOCK

ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING
Tickets $1.00. Afternoon Show for Children 50c
Entire Net Proceeds to Kiwanis Charity Fund
Sponsored by Rockland Kiwanis Club

Well Established Business with Promising Future.
Apply by letter for immediate appointment.
6-9

■ In this tiuic ol the Infantile Paralysis Polio drive this picture of actress Helen tlayes meeting Knox County's
•
most famous patient has special significance.
*

Write OPPORTUNITY. Care of Courier-Gazette.
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THE WEEKEND OH KNOX-LIHCOLH COURTS
Camden Mustangs Top K-L League; Wiscasset

Has Bulwer Edge Over Union; Tigers

Whipped; Thomaston Scuttled

Inmioru 1£

WILL BE IN ROCKLAND JAN. 20 Editor of Watertown (Mass.)
Fred Disagrees

Sun Places “Spanker”
Last

fin; Heselton 2: Seavey 15 (4);!
GingTOw 2 (1); Nixon; Thobeau 4
(J); Trask 1.
Rockland (55i Suiides 5 (5); An
nis; Johnson 3 (2); Cole; Cross 7
«4); Hoch 5 (2); Alex 1; Levinthal;
Robarts.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Your recent "remember when
article on the George W. Wells
was one of deep interest to me for
I made a hobby of following the
fortunes of those big coal carriers.
On one occasion I made a trip
from Portland to Norfolk, Va., and
back to Stockton Springs aboard
the four-master Northland, cap
tained by the late Charles Saun
ders, of Orland. At Norfolk we
saw both the Wells and the Ruth

69-37 for Boothbay

At Boothbay, Thomaston stayed
close for one period but was heav
ily blasted therealter and lost 69-37.
Larry Andrews had 18 points for
the home team while Johnny Mills
notched 14 for Thomaston. The
Thomaston girls won 28-11 in a
rough game. Score:
Boothbay <09> Stone 5 (3): Payne
1; Reed 5 (2); Grover 1; Winslow
6 (2), Garland 2 (1); Abbott 1
(1); Andrews 8 «2».
Thomaston <37> Demmons 4 (1),
Ward (1); Elliot 1 (2). Gorden (1);
Mills 4 (6); Stone 1 Walker 2 (4),
Starrett 1.
Girls. Thomaston (28) Ifemy 2
(1); Jenkins 6 (1); Mayo 4 (2);
Edwards, Burton, Glidden, Put
nam.
Boothbay Harbor (111 Harring
ton; Holmes 1; Brown 2(1); Mulse,
Reed, Brewer.

but finished fast in the final quar
ter to take a 35-22 decision. Linsoln stayed within striking distance
in a rough game that saw the Lin
coln guards hold down the flashy
Crimson Tide forwards better then
had been expected.
Margaret Crabtree paced the
scoring with 12 while Grace Galanti had 11. Lincoln's scoring was
evenly divided between Joanne
Bailey, Captain Swett, and Louise
Hatch. Camden put on a neat
freeze late in the final quarter that
confounded the Lincolns and de
lighted the Camden fans. A huge
crowd occupied every available
inch of space in thc “Y.” Scorg:
Camden (35) Galanti 4 (3). Ben
nett 2; M. Crabtree 5 (2); B. Crab
tree 4; Leonard. E. Lunt, Drink
water. M. Lunt.
Tiger Girls in Close Win
Lincoln (22) Bailey 3 (1); Swett
The Rockland girls won over
3 (2); L. Hatch 3 (1); M. Hatch; Waldoboro Friday afternoon 36-30
Vinal, Lewis. Cowan, Wyman, Mywith Audrey tossing 21 points to
rick, Hutchins.
pace the coring as usual Wade
Wiscasset by Two Points
led Waldoboro with nine. Score:
Wiscasset High's Redskins out
Rockland (36) Soboleski 5; Econ
lasted a desperate fourth quarter omy 2. Dugan G); Bohn. Hooper
Union drive to win at Newcastle 9 (3); Ilvonen. Leach, Huntley.
Saturday night 36-34. Going into
Waldoboro '30' Monahan 1 (1);|
the final frame with a ten point Hoak 4: Maxwell 3 (1); Moody 1
deficit at 34-24, Union stepped up (1); Colwell, Wade 4 ill; Davis.
the pace to tally ten points while Hilton. Sukeforth, Morse, Boggs.
holding the Redskins to two. Estin
The Prophet’s Corner
Peabody opened the rally with a
With three wTong over the week,
nice effort from outside and Wis
end the average drooped to .744.
casset's Bobby Cost kept the marI'll take the Thomaston girls over
*in at 10 with a nice driving lay
Rockland by 45-40.
up. Goff and Howard sank louls
and Dwight followed up with a
pushup from the keyhole. At this
point Wiscasset went into a semi
freeze to kill time only to have Ai V. A. Loan Officer Will Aid
Martin drive down for a layup af
Knox County Men
ter neatly stealing the ball. Estin
E. C. Carrier, V A. Loan Guaran
Peabody repeated the manuever
ty Officer, said today that he had
seconds later to send the Union
revised the list of areas in Maine
crowd into a frenzy', but time ran
where veterans are having diffi
out.
culty in securing from private
Failure of Union from the floor
lending sources, real estate loans
in the first half cost them the
at 4% interest. Carrier, in an
game as they neted only two bas
nouncing the revision, stated that
kets and nine of their 13 first half
eligible World War II veterans in
points came via the foul shot route.
these so-called distress areas who
Wiscasset, flashing a fast breaking
have been unable to secure GJ.
Offensive, led all the way as Foye
loans at 4% for the purchase or
and Bobby Cost were the leading
construction of a private dwelling,
scorers with 12 and 11 respectively.
may apply to the Loan Guaranty
Jerry Dalton went out on fouls in
Officer. VA Office. 79 Exchange
the hectic third period, as did
street, Portand. Me., for a direct
Unions Marshall Payson.
loan from the VA
The third was Wiscasset's best
The following cities and towns
period and at one time they had
have been declared open for direct
a 13 point lead on the strength of loans by the new listing which is
nifty shooting by Cost. Foye and
effective Jan. 10. 1951: Presque
I Dalton. Cost was hitting from the
Isle. Madawaska. Mars Hill. Van
side well with Dalton and Foye
Buren, Fort Fairfield in Aroostook
connecting from out in front. County: Augusta, Hallowell, Gardi
! Union was playing a slower, more
ner. Farmingdale in Kennebec
deliberate game and Payson. Pea County; Thomaston, Rockport in
CHS Girls 35-Lincoln 22
body and Martin began finding Knox County; Damariscotta, Wis
In a companion piece the Cam
the range from the floor to keep casset, Boothbay Harbor. Waldo
den girls met unexpectedly stiff re
their team within striking dis boro in Lincoln County; Skowhe
sistance from the Lincoln lassies
tance. Martin was the leading gan, Madison. Anson. Norridgewock
scorer with 10 while Howard had in Somerset County. The town of
nine. The work of the Union guards Oakland in Kennebec County will
in getting the ball off the boards be ineligible for direct loans effec
was the chief feature however and tive Jan. 10, 1951.
E-ten Peabody and Don Cramer
A complete list of "distress" or
deserve as much credit as anyone "direct loan" areas follows:
for Union's coming as close as they
Androscoggin (except the cities of
did. Both teams were off in their Lewiston, Auburn; and town of
1919 DODGE CORONET 4-DIt.
SEDAN—R. and H
shooting, Wiscasset from the foul Livermore Falls).
1949 KAISER 4-DR. SEDAN, II.
line and Union from tlie floor.
Aroostook (except thc town of
1919 JEEPhTER
Score:
Houlton).
1948 DODGE CUSTOM SEDAN
Wiscasset <361 Cost 5(1); Dalton
Cumberland (except the cities of
4-Dr., R. and II.
3 (1); Hersom (2); MacQuestion 1; Portland, South Portland, West
1918 DODGE CUSTOM SEDAN
Foye 5 (2); Reed; Flanders 1.
.
4-Dr., Fully Equipped—All
brook; and the towns of Falmouth,
Accessories.
Union (34) Howard 2 (5) ; Martin Gorham. Scarborough, Brunswick.
1948 PLYMOUTH SPECIAL DE
4 (2); Payson 2, Goff (1); Pea Cape Elizabeth).
LUXE 4-DR. SEDAN
body 2 (1); Cramer (5).
Franklin (except the town of
1947 DODGE DELUXE 4-DR.
Union Girls Victors
Farmington).
SEDAN—H..
One
Black,
The Union girls salvaged some
One Blue.
Hancock (except the towns of
1947 CHEVROLET FLEETLINE
glory by winning 34-29 as Juanita Bar Harbor, Northeast Harbor.
4-DR. SEDAN, R. and H.
Upham played as good a game at Southwest Harbor and the city of
1947 CHEVROLET STYLELINE
guard as has been seen in these Ellsworth).
2-DR. SEDAN, R. and 11.
parts all year to earn equal billing
Kennebec (except the city of
1947 OLDSMOBILF. CONVERT
with the forwards Mocre and Far Waterville: and the towns of
IBLE. Model 98.
ris, the latter being leading scor Winslow and Oakland).
1949 DESOTO 4-DR. SEDAN
1939 PLYMOUTH 4-I)R. SEDAN
er with 16. Union was woefully
Knox (except the town of Cam
1939 DODGE BUSINESS
weak in shooting fouls as they den and the city of Rockland).
COUPE
sank only two attempts all eve
Lincoln
1938 CADILLAC 4-DR. SEDANning and they didn't start hitting
Oxford
1936 STUDEBAKER BUSINESS
from the floor until the second
Penobscot (except the cities of
COUPE
1936 PLYMOUTH 4-DR. SEDAN
half. Union was vastly improved Bangor and Brewer).
over it's showing against Thom
Piscataquis
USED TRUCKS
aston. Score:
Sagddahoc 'except the city of
1949 CHEVROLET
T. PANEL
Union (34> Farris 6; Knight 2 Bath)
1949 FORD ’i T. PLATFORM
(2); Moore 8. Calderwood; Juan
Somerset (except the town of
BODY
1948 JEEP H T. EXPRESS
ita Upham. Richards, J. Upham. Fairfield)
1946 CHEVROLET li T. EX
Austin.
Waldo
PRESS
Wiscasset <29) Somes 4 (2);
Washington (except the cities of
1942 DODGE Hi TON CAB AND
Gross 5 (1); Grover 3 *2); Bailey, Calais Eastport; and the towns of
CHASSIS
Lamson, Cclby, McGuire. Forsten. Lubec and Ch^rryfield).
1941 GMC 'i TON PANEL
Rockland 55 Gardiner 67
1934 CHEVROLET li T. PLAT
York (except the cities of Bid
FORM
Rockland dropped a 67-55 deci deford. Saco: and the towns of
A FEW NEW 1950 li TON
sion to Garduier Friday night, Berwick. Eliot, Kennebunk. Kit
PICK-UPS AVAILABLE
lading in the final quarter after tery. Sanford, Springvale, and Old
Come in and look around.
holding an eight point lead at one Orchard Beach).
We have a good selection ol
stage. Gardiner's great Tom Seavey
Carrier advised World War II
Used Cars—And You are always
ran wild in racking up 34 points, veterans in designated distress
welcome at
six of which came in the winning areas who have been unable to
last period rally Rockland was secure 4" financing for their G.I.
hurt by the loss of Billy Hoch who loans for private housing purposes,
fouled out in the final quarter. to write to him in Portland or to
Cross led Rockland with 18, fol cntact the nearest office of the
513 MAW ST.,
TEL. 720
lowed by Sulides and Hoch with 15 WA for further information and
ROCKLAND. ME.
6-7 i and 12 respectively. Score:
application forms for direct VA
1 Gardiner (67) Hine 5 (1); Grif- loans.

(By Bob Mayoi
Charlie Goddard’s Camden High
Mustangs had what it tock in the
fourth and final quarter at Cam
den Friday night and emerged
victors by 37-31 over Lincoln Ac
ademy. The win gave them sole
possession of first place in the
Knox-Lincoln league and came
over a good Lincoln team that
stayed even for three quarters but
lost its collective shooting eye when
the blue chips were down. Period
scores were 12-11 Camden; 19-19
and 30-30.
Al Bennett, who was destined to
be the game's leading scorer with
16. netted the first point of the
game following which the lead al
ternated for the balance of the
period until Doug Green ent Cam
den one point ahead with a foul
effort as the whistle blew Lin
coln was playing a fast breaking
game while the Mustangs were
working the ball in more deliberate
ly. Al Bridges cut loose with a
couple of neat lay-up efforts for
Lincoln while Bennett was the
chief Camden scorer.
Lincoln went into a four point
lead early in the second quarter as
Hatch. Andy Williamson and Cy
Skillin connected in succe-. ion but
then it was Doug Green. Bennett
again, and then a long swisher by
Chubby Ryder tied it up again.
Ronnie Banks tied it at the half
with a foul shot.
Banks, Green and Bennett com
bined early in the third session to
send Camden into a 28-22 lead.
Bridges, Burt Hatch and again
Bridges, on a nifty layup brought
the Eagles back into a tie as the
gun sounded and the joint was
really jumping. Lincoln was play
ing more deliberately in this ses
sion and Hatch twice worked in
close to sink nice hooks.
Ronnie Banks broke the tie on a
foul attempt and Bennett connect
ed from outside before Bridges
sank what was to be Lincoln's final
point on a foul shot with six min
utes to play. It was as though an
invisible hand was pushing the ball
out of the Camden nets as Lin
coln players, notably Hatch re
peatedly rimmed the hoop. Heald
sank a push up with less than four
minutes to go and Camden went
into a stall which was interrupted
only by Chubby Ryder's neat solo
effort to clinch the game. Score:
Camden (37) Bennett 5 (6);
2 (1). Murch; Green 1 (3); Banks
2 (3); Ryder 2.
Lincoln (31) Skillin 2 (3): Wil
liamson 1 (1); Hatch 3 (2); Bridges
4 (2); Sprague Belknap 1.

USED
CARS

NELSON BROS.
GARAGE

Homes For G. I.’s

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

1 QC1

Merrill. I had dinner with Cap
tain Wallace of the Merrill. I
cannot recall the name of the cap
tain who then had the Wells, but 1
remember it was of German or
Dutch origin and that he had a son
who was the coxswain of one of
the good eight-oar crews at Har
vard.
Now I realize that the launching
and the entire career of the Wells
is a long way in the past and that
probably it isn't the time to stir
up matters as old as this, but I
question the naming of the masts
of that vessel, as set forth in your
article. I was taught that in a sixmaster the masts were the fere,
main, mizzen. digger, driver and
spanker. You had the spanker

A

mast farther forward in your yam.
Old timers have told me that the
aftermost sail on a dig. fore 'n'after was always the spanker,
even on the seven-masted Thomas
W. Lawson.
I d like to hear ether opinions
on this matter and. incidentally,
who remembers the names of the
various jibs on one of those big
schooners?
Fred Green.
•X

BIG FIGHT
ECONOMY CLOTHES
SHOP VS INFLATION

4

BEGINNING THURSDAY
JANUARY 18fh 9 A. M.
Walter l)rop». famed Red Sox star who will appear in person Jan.

20 at Community Building under Kiwanis Club auspices.

lie will meet

and sign autographs for ill those attending.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Knockout High Prices. Get Here Early
Thursday Morning at 9 a. m. For The
Knockout Blow On Inflation

Editor. FRANK A WINSLOW

[EDITORIAL!

JUST A FEW OF THE GOOD BETS TO PLACE YOUR MONEY

THOSE COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS
The matter of Congressional committeeships has been
causing nearly as much of a furore in Washington as the
United Nations defeat in Korea. We felt no special concern
so far as Senator Brewster was concerned, for he has the
happy faculty of landing on both feet as a man of his promi
nence and ability should. The agreed upon assignments find
him slated for Finance and Interstate and Foreign Com
merce. Senator Margaret Chase Smith retains the commit
tee on Expenditures in ihe Executive Department but failed
to secure the one nearest her heart, which would have been
Armijd Services Appropriations, Foreign Relations or Com
merce. in the order named Offer of a place on the Labor
Committee failed to meet he; approval, because she fore
saw that she would lose her seniority to appointment to
Armed Services or Appropriations Succeeding her on the
Republican Policy Committee was Senator Brewster, but
she was placed on the Republican Committee on Committees.
Representative Fellows got his choice which was the Judiciary
Committee. Representative Hale was also lucky, drawing
Interstate and Foreign Commerce; Representative Nelson
moves up five places on Merchant Marine and Fisheries,
but he failed to draw Armed Services.

THE LUCKY NUTMEG STATE
So Connecticut gets New England's new steel mill after all.
It will be located on Long Island Sound near Niantic Bay,
Waterford, where negotiations are being made for a 1000 acre
tract which will have 3.000 feet of waterfront, with a nearby
depth of 83 feet of water. Tlie site is on a shelf of granite,
which is one of the requisites Knox County would have. But
all Knox County can now do is congratulate and hanker.

ON. DON’T MISS THIS SALE!
BOYS’ BOMBER
STYLE

JACKETS

FIRES REQUIRE FUEL
The continued mild weather has been beneficial to the
coal bins and oil tanks, but the vehicles which dispense those
articles emulate “ole man river" by “rolling along." The
furnace fires must continue to burn.

A TEST FOR REPUBLICANS
The Republicans have been playing a complex and in
tricate game in their efforts tc add a member to the vitally
important Senate Foreign Relations Committee. Senator
Morse claimed the seat, supported by the powerful backing
of Snator Vandenberg. He had, in addition, the advantage of
enlightened views on foreign policy and of coming from the
Pacific Coast, an area not now represented on the committee.
But all this was unconvincing to Senator Butler, chairman of
the Committee on Committees, who decreed that the seniority
rule must prevail.
Very well, then; who had seniority among those actively
contending for the post? Senator Aiken appeared to have it,
until Senator Brewster came along. That left the influence
with one who. in foreign affairs, may’ be said to be more
Taftian than Mr. Taft. Thereupon stepped forth Senator
Tobey. But the more provincial-minded Republicans appear
unresigned to letting the matter rest there and are reported
ready to bring into line the one man who has more of the
precious quality of seniority than any one else—the figure
whom nobody could top—none other than Senator Styles
Bridges of New Hampshire.
The need is to get on the Foreign Relations Committee
a man who recognizes our responsibilities as a great power,
who is informed, and is ready to work with his colleagues
toward a restoration of genuine bi-partisanship. Senator
Bridges would not be the first choice for meeting these quali
fications: moreover, he has recently undertakn the chair
manship of the Republican Senatorial campaign committee
the 1952 elections, a task sufficiently pre-occupving to exclude
him. one would suppose, from the Foreign Relations Com
mittee seat We should have been glad to see Senator Morse
win the post, which he has long coveted: but if seniority must
be given its due. a far worse solution could be reached than
the appointment of Senator Tobey.—Herald Tribune.

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work Wonders

100 PERCENT VIRGIN WOOL

COATS

16

Notch
FOUR POCKETS

First

ZIPPER FRONT

Quality,
Top

Mouton

NOW

These Are

.8'0

5

REGULAR PRICE S10.93

Grade

—

SIZES 36 TO 44

DON T MISS THIS!
BOYS'

SUR-COATS

BOYS' PULLOVER

BOYS'

SWEATERS

JERSEYS

NOW
Regular
$12.95

ONE I.OT

Mouton
Collar

Regular S2.88

Sizes
1 to 6
CLOSE
OUT
Regular
SI.25

Green
Gabardine
Shell
14-16-18
Reg. S22.95

SUR-COATS
Regular

45c

BOYS' ALL WOOL

SWEATERS

Collar
Alpaca
Pile Line | | |

MEN'S

Long Sleeves

$3.88 Up To
S4.88. Now
Close Out

♦

NOW
Nt

JAC-SHIRTS

Regular
S10.95
Grade

$14.95

All Sizes
Several

4

Colors

MEN’S ALL WOOL

FOR SMALL SIZE MEN OR BiG BOYS 3 SWEATERS

JACKETS
THREE OK I Ol lt
REGULAR S8.95-S10.93
NOW

“IT MIGHT HAVE BEEN”
Thc government Is about to try another Atomic test, the
first in the United States since 1945. It will be made on the
closely guarded 5000 square mile range in Nevada, and will
determine thc merits of 'Nuclear detonations for A-bombs."
There are still quite a few people who wish that the test
might have been made on Korean soil before thc Chinese
horde swept 30,000 United Nations heroes to death or the
hospital. But the Brass Hats and politicians thought oterwisc.

ONE ROUND KNOCK-OUT!

BOYS' BEAUTIFUL
STORM

2.00
5.00,

THREE OR FOUR
REGULAR
$12.95 TO $16.50. NOW
KMit LAK >12.95

>

IOTHERS for.................... $3.OO-$4,OO g
ALL ITEMS ON SALE ARE BASED ON PRICES AS OF
HAVE ADVANCED SINCE THEN ANO WILL ADVANCE
THIS TO BE AN EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY FOR
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF SAVING MONEY ON

Men’s Shorts

ONL YFIVE EXTRA HEAVY WHITE

SMALL SIZES ONLY—CLOSE OCT

Irregulars
Of $1. $1.25

ONLY TWO—BOYS'

1.00

W.W

COAT

♦

SWEATERS
$3.95 to $5.45

jk At WINTER JACKETS

s„„2 Pair |

ONE LOT MEN’S

PULLOVER SWEATERS o en

Athletic
Style

Grade

LAST FALL. PRICE
AGAIN. WE BELIEV
OUR CUSTOMERS Tl
YOUR NEEDS

WITH HOODS—WATERPROOF
SHELL WITH ALL WOOL LINING
10 TO 12

A AA

Z IS II
■■ W

SKI PANTS FOR BOYS 1 nn
ONE LOT 6 TO 12—NOW. PAIR

X ■W

4
MEN’S

KNOCKOUT VALUE!

ONE LOT OF

BOYS' ALL WOOL

SKI PANTS
Price

Sizes
8 to 20
NOW

REGULAR SS.98, $1.95. S5.93—NOW

MEN'S

Regular

B

MEN’S SPORT SHIRTS o

4.60
—W
■

FLANNEL PAJAMAS
SIZE I) ONLY
REGULAR S3.95 TO S4.5O

a#

MUNKI FACE GLOVES

qc

Breeches
ALL WOOL
Red and
Black

70
J 99
”

W

EXTRA HEAVY RUBBERIZED

ECONOMY CLOTHES SHOP

435 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND. MAINE

Civic minded

Morris Moran

is

TALK OF THE TOWN ; sponsoring a project which could be

m

Jp

1 of much community betterment.
He would fill in the southern area
. of Lermond's Cove up to the upper
Glcver Co., line thus making a
i fine area for a children's piayj ground as well as commercial ben
Jan 17 — Installation of Grace efit. Extension of the main sewer
Chapter. O.E.S Thomaston. D D
G M. Aune Bragdon of Tenant’s outlet would also be beneficial to
health.
Harbor. I.O.
Jan 19—Installation of Ivy ChapThe Baptist Men’s League has
ter. O.E.S.. Warren. P.DJ5.G.M
Katherine Veazie. I. O.
an important meeting in store for
Jan. 19—Woman's Educational Club Thursday night when City Mana
meets at Farnsworth Museum at
ger Frederick Farnsworth will dis2.30 p. m.
Jan. 19—Rubinstein Club program | cuss the forthcoming Rotary trafat Farnsworth Museum, Mrs. i fic system on Main street, and the
Doris Lindquist, chairman.
new highways which Uncle Sam is
Jan 20—Sports Night at Commun to build in Rockland next Summer
ity Building with Walter Dropo.
Jan 20—Polio Benefit Jamboree at at a cost of $250,000 No topic could
be of greater importance to the cit
Union High School Gym.
Jan. 21—Installation of Rockland izens at large, and nobody is better
Assembly No. 12. Rainbow for qualified to discuss it than Rock
Girls.
land's city manager.
Jan. 22—Shakespeare Society meets
with Mrs. Doris Lindquist, Lin
Rockland Encampment I.O.OF.
coln street.
Jan 23—Installation of Forget-Me- will work the Golden Rule Degree
Not Chapter. O.ES.. South Wednesday evening Jan. 24. All
Thomaston.
DD.G.M.
Aune members are requested to be pre
Bragdon, I. O
sent. Buffet lunch following.
Jan. 25—Installation of Harbcr
Light Chapter, OES.. Rockport.
Richard Moody of Camden has
D.D.G.M.. Aune Bragdon of Ten
been elected president of the Cam
ant's Harbor, I. O.
Jan. 26—Installation of Golden den YMCA He was named at a
Rod Chapter. OF.S.
recent meeting cf the building of
Jan. 26—Installation of Naomi the "Y.”
Chapter. OE.S Tenant's Harbor.
Jan. 26—Installation of Orient
Rockland AF. and AM. will
Chapter. O.EA, Union.
Jan. 26—Methebesec Club meets have their installation tonight.
with Mrs. Charles H. Whitmore, ! 'Tuesday.) Refreshments and a so294 Broadway at 2 30 p. m.
j cial hour in the banquet hall will
Jan. 29—Installation of Seaside follow'.
Chapter. O.ES. Camden. D. D.
G. M. Aune Bragdon of Tenant’s
The V A.R.T. Air Corp Reserves,
Harbor. I. O.
j
will
hold a meeting Wednesday
Jan. 31.
A play sponsored by
O. E. S. Circle, to be held at night 7.30 at the Rockland Municij pal Airport. Captain March of
Watts Hall, Thomaston.
Feb. 2—Annual meeting of the the State Police will be a guest
Albert H. Newbert Association. ' speaker. All veterans are cordiallyFeb. 5—Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R. invited to come
meets in Farnsworth Museum, at
2.30 p. m.
j Coast Guard has no further word
Feb. 6—Knox Hospital Auxiliary
meets in the Bok Home for this morning on the Gloucester
trawler Gundron which has been
Nurses.
Feb. 9—Methebesec Club meets at the object of an air and sea search
2.30 p. m. in the Farnsworth Mu since Saturday morning off Arseum.
gentia, New-foundland. Gloucester
sources report that the 13 men
There will be a meeting of the
missing with the trawler have
Ingraham’s Hill Mother’s Club at
families totaling 32 children; one
the school Wednesday at 720 p. m.
man having 11 youngsters.
A Pontiac sedan operated by
BORN
Wesley T. Paul of 123 Talbot Av
Miller—At Knox Hospital. Jan.
enue. Ro.kland was in collision 15. to Mr. and Mrs. Roland Miller
with a trailer unit owned by Clem of Union, a daughter.
Sutherland—At Knox Hospital,
ent Brothers of Portland at The
Brook Saturday. Paul, parked at Jan. 13 to Mr. and Mrs. Frederick
Sutherland, a daughter
the curb, was attempting to move
Moody—At Harrisonburg. Va..
away when the roof of his car was Jan. 5. to Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
struck by an cpen side door of the Moody, a son—Paul Barrett.
Vannah—At Randolph Maternity
trailer which was double parked
in the street. Operator of the Home, Waldoboro. Jan. 11. to Mr.
and Mrs. George Vannah. a
truck was Philip Coffin of Yar daughter.
mouth.
Davies—At East Windsor. Conn.,
Dec. 31, to Mr. and Mrs. William
City Welfare Director Joshua N. Davies, a son—^Robert William
Southard still has a supply of sur
DIED
plus potatoes cn hand. Those eligi
Osgood—At Rockland, Jan. 16.
ble under the Federal relief pro Blanche Osgood, widow of Dr
gram may have them by calling at Harry W. Osgood, formerly of
his office.
Bangor, and mother of Mrs.
Sherman Daniels, age 75 years. Fu
The registration of medical and neral services Thursday at 10 a. m.
dental professional persons by Se- at the Russell Funeral Home. In
lective Service Monday resulted in terment in Ellsworth. Me.
Linnell—At Rockland. Jan 15.
the registration of 11 doctors and Mattie Thomas Linnell. wife of
two dentists at the Knox County John Linnell, 25 Rockland street,
age 83 years. 8 months, 13 days. Fu
Selective Service Board.
neral services Wednesday at 3
Rollo M. Gardner of Camden has o'clock from Russell Funeral Home.
received a $300 check from a New- Interment in East Union.
Salo—At Rockland. Jan. 12.
York newspaper which sponsored a Frank O. Salo. Sr.. Owl s Head, age
perfect anter contest the past Fall 57 years. Funeral services Wednes
for hunters in five States. The day at 1 o'clock from Russell Fu
perfect antlers came from a 221- neral Home. Interment in Achorn
poundi buck shot in Whiting in Cemetery.
Nystrom—At Rockland. Jan 14.
Washington County.
Ernest M Nystrom, age 26 years.
Funeral services Thursday at 2
Chief Game Warden Lester o’clock from the Russell Funeral
Brown warns motorists that the Home. Int erment in Sea View
ice of Maine’s lakes and ponds is Cemetery.
Vose—At North Waldoboro. Jan.
not yet safe for automobiles. He
did say, however, that ice is thick 10. George H. Vose. age 87 years.
Funeral services were held at the
enough in some sections to now Flanders Funeral Home, Rev. Ver
peimit ice fishing with reasonable non Jordan officiating Jan. 12. In
terment in the Rural Cemetery.
safety.

GAME PARTY
At 7.30 P. M.

RUSSELL
Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN

PAI L STEWART TO SPEAK

Paul K. Stewart. Supt. of the
Maine Civic League, will be
guest speaker at the meeting of
the Woman's Christian Tem
perance Unicn. Friday afternoon
at 2.30 p. m. in the parlor of
the First Baptist Church. Mr.
Stewart has been attending
sessions of the Maine Legisla
ture and will speak on bills be
ing introduced coming before
hearings. Anyone interested is
invited to attend the meeting.

Knox-Lincoln Past Grands ar.d
Past Noble Grands will be enter
tained at the I.O.O.F hall in War
ren Wednesday night. Visiting
members take sweets.
Maine's Apple Princess will be
chosen at Lewiston on Wed
nesday. Competing for the honor
as the candidate of Limerock Val
ley Pomona Grange is Miss Thel
ma Knight of Camden. The choos
ing of the Princess from the field
of eight contestants is one of the
highlights of the Agricultural
Trades Show-

Did you ever wonder just where
the tax money you paid into the
city went? Well, a sizeable chunk
of it goes to the gent with the
white whiskers for income tax.
Miss Katherine Veazie. accountant
for the city, said Monday that
withholding payments from salaries
of the 265 city employes amounted
to $21557 62 in the past year Inother words. Uncle Sam gets just
about two and one-half mills worth
of the total tax levy frofn that one
source.
It is not often that two top flight
reasons conspire to induce one to
go to a public supper. That is the
deal though Thursday night at the
South Thomaston Grange Hall
w-hen those peerless South Thom
aston cooks will put on a baked
bean supper with salads and all
the fixings, and devote the pro
ceeds to the Polio Drive.

A Washington, D. C. contractor
is offering A-Bomb shelters at
$2,200 per copy. He says he hasn't
had any takers as yet but has had
plenty of inquiries as the result of
advertising in Washington papers.

Capt. Nathan Bard U.S.N. (Ret.)
of Spruce Head, who is assistant
Civilian Defense director for KnoxCounty, will speak Wednesday
night before the Brotherhood of
the People’s Methodist Church in
Union.

In Municipal Court
Sidney Munro of Maverick
street Rockland was fined $10 in
court Mondaj’ on charges of hit
and run driving. He was identified
by police as the operator of a car
which ran into a house at the junc
tion of New County Read and
Pleasant street last week and drove
away.
( ARD OI THANKS

I wish to thank all my friends
and relatives for the kindness
shewn me during my illness; also
the Sunshine Society of Union
Church, the nurses of Knox Hospi
tal for their patient care. Especial
thanks to the doctors of the hos
pital and our Dr. Ralph Earle.
Mrs. Jennie Calderwood,
Vinalhaven. Me.
7-8

See the latest styles in Furs and
Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top
quality, at Lucien K. Green & Son.
1-tf

PUBLIC SUPPER
POLIO FUND BENEFIT

THURSDAY. JAN. 18
5.30 to 7.00 O.CLOCK

SOUTH THOMASTON
GRANGE HALL

Baked Beans. Salads,
Deserts

EVERY FRIDAY
TOWER ROOM
COMMUNITY BUILDING
Auspices Knights of Columbus
1-tf

Adults 60c — Children 30c

7-8

was and continues Io be

lhe foundation of our
democratic wav of life.

A.I
CALSO
CASOUHE

DflVISFUNERfliHOMES
23 <M0»

SI

in
’’tv eio'
’hOffimasjon
rockland

JASCAI AVf

jrsi 2M5,

ROtKPorr

LADY ASSISTANT

24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701
I CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
1-tf

BURPEE
Funeral Home
TELS. 390—624-M
110-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND. ME.

Ambulance Service

i-tf
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Legal Notice
TOWN OF VINALHAVEN
Office of
Selectmen, .Assessors and Overseer,
of Poor

Jan. 3, 1951.
Board of Selectmen.
Vinalhaven, Maine.
Dear Sirs:—
I wish permission to erect a weir
near my property to Duck Island
so-called. There will be no inter
ference with navigation, because if ■
I have a lead, it would run only
35 feet from my own shore.
Very truly yours.
Signed:—Marshall Coombs.
State of Maine
County of Knox
With the above in mind there j
will be a hearing held at the Se- I
lectmen’s Office on Saturday. Janu
ary 20th. 1931 at 2:00 p. m. at the
Selectmen’s Office, at which time
this matter will be taken up.
Signed: Harland A. Townsend,
Signed: Woodrow Bunker,
For thp Selectmen of Vinalhaven
Maine.

6-8

VR$etM**«
• 80 v. •

CALSO

|

0*9.

Maritime Oil Co.
SERVICE STATION
532 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME,
3-10

In Memory Of Maurice Edwin Simmons
The sudden and untimely passing of our friend and brother.
Maurice Edwin Simmons. Thurday. December 7, 1950. brings to
us, members of Eureka Lodge. No. 84. A F. & A. M the solemn
duty of placing on record an expression of our heartfelt sorrow.
He was born the son of Rodney A and Edwina Cook Sim
mons at St George. Maine. August 8. 1911. Graduated from St.
George High School in June. 1929. and furthered this education at
Higgins Classical Institute. Hebron Academy and Colby College.
During April, 1942. he entered the service of his country, receiv
ing his discharge after four years of active service.
He was always interested in the welfare of the entire com
munity and alert to all opportunities whereby he could be of
service to his fellown en. Always keenly interested in wholesome
sports, he took an active part in baseball and other activities.
April 18. 1946. he was initiated as an Entered Apprentice in
Free Masonry, passed to the degree of Fellowcraft on May 2nd.
and raised to the sublime degree of Master Mason on May 16.
1946. He was always a consistent and faithful member, serving
in several offices and at the time of his death, was Master of the
lodge in which chair he gave unreservedly of his time and energy
that the work of the lodge go forward with efficiency and dis
patch. His influence and inspiring leadership in carrying for
ward the ideals of Free Masonry stands as a monument to his
great energy and capacity for good.
We share with the bereaved family their irreparable loss and
commend (hem to the care of the Good Shepherd who keepeth
watch over Kis own. May God bless and hallow the memory of
Maurice Fdwin Simmons, a good man. husband, father, and
highly esteemed Worshipful Master oi Eureka Lodge of Masons
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The Tigers Took a Hard
Fought Contest From
Caribou

By Ralph W. Tyler

In ansewer to many requests I lather of Bill Barret, the great
am changing the heading for this story teller of Camden, carved his
column for the balance of (he initials on the shell of a young
Winter. So many readers sent in snapping turtle, placed the date
suggestions for a Winter heading below them and turned him loose
design that were really fine and in the Sucker Brook at Meguntivery approbate that I was at loss cook Lake, between Camden and
to knew exactly which one to se Hope. (Where Bog Bridge is new)
lect. Many wanted me to use the
In the first decade of the 20th
chickadee, some wanted a deer, century this turtle spent his
one suggested the pickerel and Summers on the rocks between
Crane's Island and Young's Cove
40 Footer Cast Adrift By City In Five Patrol Zones there were numerous others.
Actually the majority of letters and was positively identified by the
With Warden and Five received from readers over the per late Ftank Handley who was a sonTuq Traveled 20 Miles
Without Grounding
Deputies In Each
iod cf one year that I have con in-law of Joe Crane, owner of
Wardens and assistant wardens ducted this column have come Crane's Island.
A 40-foot lobster boat hull, cast
The story could well have ended
adrift late Friday afternoon near for the five zones of the city have from nature lovers who have com
mented on my stories of the birds during that period for the "snap
Munroes Island, was recovered been named by Civilian Defense and animals I have met. So I have
per” was over a century old and up
Chief Warden Frederick D. Farns taken the liberty for this, the sec
Saturday off Monhegan.
to then must have consumed a
The engineless craft had been in worth. The city manager said ond Winter of the column to ded carload of valuable fish. But octow of a 32-footer enroute from Monday that the city has been icate the heading to one of the cording to my informant w’ho asked
Vinalhaven to Rockland. A partial divided into zones for warden duty most interesting, alert and hardy me not to use his name, the big
engine failure in the towing boat with the same boundaries as now of our Winter visitors, the Buffie turtle estimated to weigh all of 50
Head.
cut speed and power to half while
pounds was seen again last Sum
exist for the fire department
the seas were rising as the two boats
Here is a tiny black and white mer at Hall's Narrows and also
neared the island. Unable to main alarm zones.
duck, a game bird in every sense near the outlet of Wiley Brook m
Mr. Farnsworth has appointed of the word, of which thousands Lincolnville.
tain headway and still tow the big
boat, the crew of the 32-footer cut Benjamin J. Dowling of 50 Holmes spend the long bleak Winter days
We saw several small snappers in
her adrift and headed for Rockland street, to head the service in Zone and nights in the freezing waters the shallow deadwater at the head
1.
This
zone
extends
from
Pleas

harbor.
of the inlets and tidewater rivers j of the cove where Lineus Young’s
The 40-footer had been pur ant street South and reaches from of Knox County’s shoreline.
camp used to stand while bass
chased Thursday from Royal L. the waterfront to Old County Road.
In severe storms they will raft fishing last Summer, likely there
Zone 2 Is headed by Clinton A.
Arey of Vinalhaven. by Robert J.
up in hundreds in the lea of the are many more in the big lake
Davis of Thomaston. The tow was Robinson cf 80 Masonic street. The islands or peninsulas close to the which is no help to the fishing
being made by a boat owned by area included is between Pleasant mainland, never going on shore.
there.
Harold MacDonald of Vinalhaven. and Limerock streets and extends
At
below
zero
temperatures
you
The man who gave me the above
Also aboard was Clarence Warren, to Old County Road.
will see them feeding busily among story deplores the fact that the
Chief
Warden
of
Zone
3
ts
Ed

also of Vinalhaven.
the ice cakes as they dive far be- use of firearms around the lake in
When the smaller beat made ward R Ladd of 108 Talbot ave
low the surface of the icy waters Summer is prohibited and the
nue.
who
will
control
the
area
be

port, the owner of the boat cast
for the small fishlife on which they “snappers” are increasing rapidly,
adrift asked aid of the Coast tween Limerock and Gay’ streets
live the year round.
Such ordinances are usually
to
Broadway
and
between
Limerock
Guard. The utility tug. 64.300
As Spring draws near and the flexible enough to permit sensible
and
Rankin
streets
above
Broad

searched the bay until 3.30 a. m.
mating season approaches they conservation and I believe the Mewithout result. The next morning, way to Old County Road.
love to play, and the handsome j gunticook Fish and Game AssoThe
Zone
4
head
is
Edwin
K.
a plane search by Jack Dodge,
little males will do stunts in the ciation could get permission to
Jones
of
20
Camden
street.
Hl'
Rockland airport operator, located
water for the admiring females carry out a drive to exterminate
territory
extends
from
Gay
and
the missing craft off Monhegan.
that will put you in "stitches."
the snappers in Megunticook by
The 64300. then at Matinicus. ran Rankin streets to the Rockport
One stunt I w'ould go out of my placing the existing situation with
line
from
the
waterfront
to
Old
to Monhegan and picked up the
way to see is to watch one of the a committee of its most experienced
County Road
derelict.
males come flying along at a ter-. rifle men and take the matter up
Robert
C.
Bums
of
485
Old
That the boat with no one aboard
could drift down through the bay County Road has been assigned to rific speed and sighting his lady with the town authorities,
love he will plunge headlong into
There
man}, crack rifle shoU
and off to Monhegan without Zone 4 This zone includes all area
the water, disappear and come
Camden x
of who could d0
beaching out on one of the many- within the city limits West of Old
cut 20 feet away flying like a bul- j the job with neatncs£ and dlS.
County
Road.
small islands and breaking up is
Each zene warden will have five let in another direction, then dou-1 patch, without endangering any
amazing.
blocks, or deputy, wardens serving ble back to repeat the whole pro- one’s life.
cedure over and ever again until
under him.
I had many reasons to feel sad
In event of disaster, wardens on exhausted.
at reading of the death of Mrs. A.
- patrol will relay information to
Their flying and diving stunts. H chatfleld of Rockport. Remem
Veterans Warned That “Side i headquarters as to conditions in are truly remarkable and one never bering it was on her vast estate
Payments” Are Illegal 1 their immediate area and request knows exactly what is going to that I earned my first dollar, and
the assistance which they believe happen next, and they can actu while still only a lad of 15 I
Veterans Administration today
ally lay on their back in the wa knocked at her door to get per
to be needed.
again warned veterans, builders,
The zone wardens and their as- ter.
mission to pick yellow ladies’ slip
and lenders against the conse
When not hunted hard these vi- pers which grew wild on her prop1 sistants will be trained in first aid
quences of making or accepting
he). Pigecn Woods Qaks
and other Civilian Defense pro- gorous little ducks are quite tame erty
so-called “side payments” in the | cedure as the units are organized. and have an unbounded curiosity ’
grew
the
only yellow violets I ever
sale of home properties to veterans
Block wardens will shortly be for anything unusual. I have tolled found in Knox County, and from
with the aid of GI loans.
chosen in all five zones of the city them within 10 feet of a hiding her shores in one Winter I caught
M. L. Stoddard VA Center Man
place on the shore with a bright seven valuable mink.
by the zone leaders.
ager said such side payments—
tin can cover suspended from a
Her sons shewed me the first ma
usually made for the purpose of
a third party other than the lender string attached to a limb over chine for throwing clay pigeons I
evading the prohibition against —may be suspended from further hanging the water.
ever saw, erected in front of their
sales to veterans in excess of ap participation in the GI loan pro
I have drawn the above heading stable at Lily Pond and I watched
praised ’’reasonable value”—arc a gram. Also, the VA guaranty issued to resemble somewhat a spot be
direct violation of law and subject in connection with the transaction tween Otter Point and Spalding’s and participated in the sport.
She remembered me best as the
offenders to possible prosecution.
Island where they love to feed at
may -be invalidated.
In spite of repeated warnings - In cases where there is any rea high tide and where I have spent lad who used to sell flowers from
Stoddard said cases continue to son for doubt. Stoddard suggested many pleasant hours watching the gardens of my father, Ralph
come to light wherein veterans I that lender obtain a signed statc- their antics, and I have a feeling S. Tyler on Chestnut street in
have been induced to pay the build | ment from the veteran purchaser i that readers who know them will Camden.
I last talked with Mrs. Chatfield
er cr seller an amount over and i that he is making no payment to agree they are among our most
in the studio of L. H. Meakin near
above the sales price shown on the anyone in excess of the disclosed interesting Winter birds.
Rockport cemetery where I had
loan report submitted to VA. and : purchase price.
Here is a choice little epitaph gone with a large bunch of spot
upon which the Government loan
The VA manager said that vet that is said to have been placed ted ladies slippers. The flowers
guarantee is based.
erans should remember that the i on the headstone of a Canadian were picked in a swamp near the
Veterans who knowingly conspire
provision of the GI Bill, stipulating hunter by one of his companions.
to evade the law by making such j that the selling price to the veter It was discovered during the early Megunticook Golf Club and were
side payments risk loss of their an may not exceed the appraised days of construction of the Al-can very rare. So taken with the beauty of the large purple and white
rights under all veterans’ laws,
reasonable value, was placed in the Highway by the operator of a fIowcrs Mrs chatfield at once
I Stoddard warned. In addition, all i law for their own protection ! bull-dozer who found the grave,!
them from mp
pressed a
parties involved are liable to pro j against over-priced properties.
I and a hand hewn wooden head- five-dollar bill into my hand, and
secution under Federal law.
I knowing wj,d fIowm frQm a
A veteran who seeks to circum | stone which read.
The VA manager declared that vent this provision by making an ’ I’m diggin’ this hole for Orrin long devotion fOr thpm sh(J
any lender who submits a loan to j illegal side payment is only work
' plained to all present that they
VA for guaranty while possessing ing against his own best interests, Went ear
out huntin’ full o’ beer
I_______________________________
knowledge of a side payment in he added.
| Shot at every twig what stirred
*1
-----connection with the sale—even
j Thot he’d seen a whole darn herd ,
though the payment was made to Advertise in The Courier-Gazette | Tripped on a stick when homeward ■
bound
Hole in his head when he was I
found
j Mixed gunpowder and alcohol
,
! Now Mear is here, and that is all.”
I've read of similar incidents
nearer home but you seldom see
such a frank epitaph.
I am told that shortly after the
Revolutionary War
the graud-

Derelict Recovered

Zone Wardens Chosen

Against Chiselers

A

for yourse/f-

FRIDAY, JANUARY 19
We Will Close at 1 P. M. Thursday To Prepare For
This Event

Close Race For Champion
ship In Rockland Bowling
League; High Scores
As the Rockland Bowling League
goes into the last week it faces a
close race for the championship
with the Shells in the lead for the
first time this season. Any one of
the first four teams can win. The
fifth and sixth can only tie.
The standing:
W
L
Shells ........................ ..... 57
13
Independents ......... ...... 55
15
Gulf ......................... ...... 54
16
Post Office No 1 ... ...... 54
16
Elks ..... . .................... ...... 52
18
General Sea Foods ... ...... 52
18
Spruce Head .......... ...... 39
31
Legion ...................... ...... 33
32
Maine Central R. R. ...... 35
35
Water Co.......................... 31
39
40
Lime Co..................... ...... 25
Odd Fellows ............ ..... 24
41
Post Office No. 2 ....
. 19
46
Knox Business ........ .....
58
7
Flight E ................... ...... 11
59
High Bowling Scores
Last week, in a ten string bowling
sweepstakes of sixteen leading
bowlers of western Maine, Herb
McBride of Westbrook was the
winner with a score of 1097, and
Jerry Cariani of Skowhegan was
second with 1091.
Roy Hobbs of Camden, a member
of the Legion team of the Rockland
league and the only entry east of
the Kennebec was fifth with 1038.
Roy got off to a poor start but af
ter he got the feel of the alleys he
led all the bowlers with a score of
562 for the five strings of the sec
ond half.

were the showy cypripedium a
most uncommon variety of Ladies’
Slipper.
Later she asked me to guard weU
my secret of. where I had found
them lest they be uprooted and de
stroyed, and to this day I have
never told a soul.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

1. COLUMBIA DELUXE BICYCLE

Knox
Business College

2. SAME EQUIVALENT IN FURNITURE

4(16 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
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Shells In The Lead

Your Choice 01:

WILL GO ON!
In the teeth of rising prices and shortages we are

The Rockland Tigers won a bit
terly contested, rough game from
the Caribou Vikings 50-48 at the
Communtiy Building last r.ight.
Five of the visitors went out on
fouls and the lead changed hands
throughout. Rockland hopped into
an 8-1 lead early in the first per
iod only to see the visitor drive
back to go ahead at the end of the
session 11-10. Caribou took their
longest lead of the evening at
18-14 early in the next frame but
the Tigers came back to hold a
26-24 advantage at the half.
Billy Hoch, Jocko Johnson, Jus
tin Cross were all hitting well dur
ing the first half and the visitors
were fculmg often in their attempts
to block their taller opponents.
Thibodeau, Miller and Ouilette
were carrying the offensive bur
den for Caribou.
Hoch sank two ringers frem the
middle in the second period, the
last of which broke a tie to give
Rockland their lead at the bell.
Rockland led throughout the
third period but the visitors sank
three quick ones toward the end
to pull up to 37-35. In the fourth
quarter the Vikings tied the score
twice, the last time being with a
minute and a half to go at 46-46.
Thibodeau tw'ice drove in to sink
nifties at this point. Winning mar
gin came via foul shots by Hoch
and Sulides plus a Sulides ringer.
Caribou fouled often toward the
end in a desperate attempt to get
the ball. Score:
Rockland (50) Johnson 4 (1);
Annis; Sulides 4 (6); Cross 3 (4);
Levinthal 1 (2); Hoch 4 (2); Robarts 1 (1).
Caribou (48) Wyman .Pel gey;
Miller 4 (7); Martin; Chapman 2
(6(; Smith (1); snowman; Ouilette 1 (2); R. Smith. Thibodeau 7.

FREE at
AL’S BARBER SHOP

CONANT’S
5c SALE

offering all the benefits of this famous sale

★

Won Rough Game

i

TEL. 616 OR 45-M
Last Opportunity for Veterans'
Training Under G. I. Bill of
Rights Feb. 1.

EVENING SCHOOL
TUESDAYS AND
THURSDAYS

3. $50.00 IN TRADE

To Be Drawn May 5
You may be the lucky one.
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He pulled up abruptly as his ear
caught the sound of voices in the
street. "Better wait,” he cautioned.
"I think your father is just out front.
It might not be smart for me to
bust out there and interrupt."
"I don't understand you," she
complained half humorously. "I'm
sure you're not what you preterd.
but I can’t see where you stand in
thia business. Tonight 1 expected
you to try to get information; in
stead you gave it.”
"You’re too suspicious,” he
scoffed, trying to keep from com
mitting himself.
They were walking slowly and
cautiously toward the door now and
Frazer murmured a whispered as
sent, his ear turned toward the
sound of those voices outside. "It's
dangerous, no doubt, and the wor t
feature is the utter impossibility of
telling who is who. A man who
seemed to be one of your father's
assistants tried to kill you. He did
so because he was afraid you would
Implicate him in another murder
which I feel sure your father knew
nothing about. Maybe it would help
us to understand things If we knew
who was so fearful of having a Fed
eral man reach Mesa Verde.”
They stopped at the door and he
' looked out, quickly spotting the four
dark figures who were out there in
close conversation. One was Derek
Bartell and two others were easily
distinguished by their unique fig
ures. The big blond man and the
wiry little Mexican. It was some
time before Frazer recognized the
'fourth one as the hotelkeeper, Ben
Chew.
I

Blond Man, Mexican
Are Seen With Bartell
“Help me out on this one.” he
whispered to the girl, forcing him
self to keep his head as her close
ness threatened to drive his mind
Into other and pleasanter channels.
' "Who is that big yellow-haired fel
low out there?"
She peered out Intently for some
moments. Then her whispered re
ply carried a note of trouble. "I
don’t know the man. He wras in here
earlier this evening. He and father
talked for several minutes and then
they went out together.”
“You don't know what they talked
about?”
"No.”
"Has lt occured to you that your
father’s departure cleared the field
for Gale to make his attempt on
.your life?”
"What? You mean this man
served as a decoy to get my father
away from the store?”
"It’a an idea. I'm just wonder
ing."
She shivered a little, her hand
tightening on his arm. "It’s difficult
for me to think clearly about that.”
she murmured. "It Just doesn't
seem possible that somebody want
ed to kill ma.”
"Well, keep it in mind—and that
gun in hand. This thing isn't over
yet by a long shot.”
"But if this man led Father away
tonight lt must mean that he was
also involved in the murder of that
government man.”
Frazer was content to let her go
on with the mistaken notion about
The Duke’s place in the picture. "If
he was involved, he was merely a
backer,” he said quietly. "Tm sure
he wasn't either of the bandits we
saw, and I don’t think he was the
voice on the rocka. This man speaks
with a trace of accent, either Dutch
or German."
He broke off as the outside meet
ing showed signs of ending. They
were both watching Interestedly as
Bartell and Chew started down the
street toward the hotel. The other
pair watched them for a moment
and then the blond man swung on
his heel and strode awav rapidly in
the opposite direction. At the same
time the little Mexican hurried in
to the unlighted restaurant next
door. It reminded Frazer of the
pleasant-voiced Mexican girl who
had halted him there at her door
way. Was it possible that she had
been posted there to keep anyone
from interfering with the deadly
plana of Vince Gale? If so, she had
i failed in her duty.
“Now what?” Miss Bartell asked
expectantly.
"Now I go out and look things
over,” he replied promptly. "You
go back upstairs and keep the gun
handy.”
"But why do you concern your
self?” she asked, her voice still
low. "There's no reason why you
should take the risks which are so
apparent here. It’s nothing to you.”
He restrained his desire to laugh
aloud. There was no doubt in his
mind now but what the unfortunate
Duke had been killed by someone
whose instructions had been to kill

FACTORY ENGINEERED
PARTS
For All Chrysler Make Can

Dodge-Plymouth-Chrysler
DeSoto
Also Dodge Job-Rated
Truck Parts

NELSON BROS. GARAGE
H5 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
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ALENA L. STARRETT
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Telephone 240
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served by Mrs. Walter Williamson,
Mrs. Ohtonen, Mrs. Henry Laukka.
Mrs. John Heikkinen, and Mrs.
Rosa lives. Present in addition to
| Mr. and Mr
Wai: anen, and
daughter, Sonja, were, Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Ohtonen. Mr. and Mrs.
John Heikkinen. Mr. and Mrs. Arne
Laukka. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lauk
ka and daughter Darlecn. Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Williamson. Widar
Sladey, Mrs. Ro-.t live- and daugh
ter Rosemary, and Jack Haavisio.
Music during the evening was fur
nished by Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Laukka. Mr Waisanen was greet
ed over the telephone by the birth
day song, sung by Mis. Jack Ivari
of Union and Mr . Che ter Brooks,
Sr. of Warren.

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING. RENTING SERVICES
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines inserted
once for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
each for each line, half price each additional time used. Five small
words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads” so called, i. e. advertisements which
require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office for hand
ling, cost 25 cents additional.

Glen Creamer and daughter. I Donald Farris of Hartford, Conn.
Shirley, attended the Ice-Capades was home over the week-end and
was accompanied back to Hartford,
in Boston Thursday night.
by
Mrs. Farris and family. They
Joseph Brooks was in Bangor
will make their home at South Co
Tuesday on business.
The Woman's Club will meet ventry, Conn., while he is employed
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
Jan.
16 with Harold Castner, au- i at the Pratt Whitney Corporation.
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
Dan Frazer. Archie Scott had been gray depths showing perplexity but
Mrs. Earle Griffin is a patient
keeping will lie maintained for these ads.
cut down by the same orders—and a kind of humor. Evidently the blow thor, of Damariscotta, as guest !
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
for approximately the same rea on the head had knocked some of speaker. His subject "Indian Shell ' at the Camden Community Hospi
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular ac
son. Any movement now the outlaw the stupor out of him, for he man Heaps." Hostesses will be Mrs. Nan tal at Camden. While she is away
counts with The ( ourier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five To a Line.
gang might discover the mistake aged a cocky little grin as he Weston, Miss Dora Gay, Mrs. their daughters Geraldine and In
of the afternoon and set out to re looked at the girl. "Seems like 1
grid
are
with
their
grandmother.
pair their oversight. Helen Bartell musta got myself killed,” he ob Betty Hiton, Miss Faye Keene Mrs. Cleveland Overlock at Plea
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
did not need to worry about Frazer served. "Sorta surprises me. and Mrs. Sace Weston.
santville.
involving himself in needless dan though, that I turned up with the
Mrs. Russell Winchenbach and |
SURGE Milker for sale; single
OIL Bottle and Stand for sale,
MLss Bertha D. Teague has re
gers. He was already in it up to angels.”
daughter Laurie Jane. Mrs. Charles
l,0* *-■»»—' *%
unit. 3 years old. Vacuum pump also bathroom scales. TEL. 1493-J.
his neck.
"You better lie quiet,” she Robertson and two children left turned home from several weeks
and electric motor, one year old,
6'8
'Tm about set to take up a propo warned him. “That was a nasty Monday by car for Savannah, Ga., visit with Mrs. Bert Day in San
$200. GEORGE GEARY, Tel. 45-4
SIX-ROOM
Circulating
Coal

sition which your father almost of blow you stopped.”
Vinalhaven.
6-8
where they will remain while their ford.
burning heater for sale, in extra
fered tonight,” he told her quietly.
"Yeah. What fell on me? I thought
Mrs. Marjorie Cousins, who lias
good condition. New set of grates
"That puts me in it."
1 was just doin' some plain and husbands are stationed in Georgia.
Call after 5 or Saturday,
The Charles C. Lilly Past and been a «u<st °f her uncle and aunt
"But you're taking an unneces fancy drinkin'.”
ELECTROLUX CLEANERS included.
6 8
sary risk."
A Bunded Service Representative 1003-W.
"You were drinking with a big Auxiliary will meet Wednesday. Mr- and Mrs- Ge°r8e Turcotte in
will be in Rockland and vicinity
• When I consider the company it blond man and a little dark or.e January 17 at the Legion Hall. A Somerville, Mass., and of her
GENERAI, Electric Refrigerator,
places me in,” he told her swiftly, when I saw you," Frazer told him, covered dish supper will be served grandmother, Mrs. Luella Wing in LOST AND FOUND January 16-19.
5’ for sale; good condition. TEL.
PHONE
2G9-R
"it's a pleasure."
ignoring the girl’s glance of re at 6.30 with Mrs. Lillian Vannah ■ Belfast has returned to her home
Thomaston 142.
7*9
Footsteps sounded in the street, proval. "Then you turned up in the
PARTS of Drum Set lost, on Rte.
7’8
800
TWO
months
old
Black
Cross
and
Mrs.
Rena
Chisam
on
the
here.
ie paused, and they watched to street with a tall galoot trailing
90. new route, between Camden and
Pullets for sale. B. E. WHITTEN
Mrs. Louisa Seeley of Belfast Rockport. Saturday night; fibre
ner si the stumbling figure of you. I reckon he tried to roll you committee.
EIGH-ROOM Home for sale; Thomaston.
7-9
lease, high hat. cymbals, foot pedal, good .small farm, or convalescent
and
for
your
poke.
”
Eunice
Ross
is
employed
in
the
j
was
Saturday
guest
of
Mr.
a man lurched into view. The fel
DRY
Slabwood
for
sale;
4-loot
.muffler,
etc.
Reward.
FRANCIS
Mrs. Kenneth cousins.
home; all improvements; large
"That was dumb of him. I’m . office of Supt. Earle Spear,
low was obviously very drunk anc
BATES. Tel. 8797.
7 9 sunporch; garage; big barn; 32 lengths, $1.00 per cord, delivered.
_
behind him a tall, angular mar busted." He seemed to be thinking i
The
Past
Grands
and
Past
Noble
TEL. 553-M
7*9
The Waldoboro Parm Bureau
stalked him cautiously. Frazer lt over, trying to collect the mud
PEKINGESE Black Curly Deg acres, .some hard wood; apple or
Grands Association of Knox and
THREE
Tons,
more
or
less,
loose
aled
thoughts
in
his
aching
head
meet
Wednesday,
Jan.
17
at
chard;
cherry
and
pear
tree;
on
with
tag.
lost
Thursday
from
Gay
reached for the door latch just ar
the tall man grabbed the inebriate "Them other fellers was funny. Meenahga Grange Hall. Mrs. Edna } Lincoln Counties will meet Wed- street. Reward. Call 15'.■ GAY Route 17. Call at FLORES C. hay for sale, $50. FLORES C.
7'9
7 9 WELLMAN. Lake avenue. Rock WELLMAN. Luke Ave., City.
and hurled him bodily into the al though. I wonder what they want- Creamer will be leader on the 1 ne-sday evening at the I O O F. ST.
land.
7*9 “Live Bait—Minnows, for sale.
topic
“
Modem
Home
Cleaning
'
•
Ball
here.
Visitors
will
furnish
cove made by the store entrance.
ad?”
BEAGl.E Dog black and white,
BURTON BICKMORE, 33 Traverse
sweets at the supper.
There was a brief fiurry of ac
With tan ear. . lo.t. Notify EDGAR
That wa] exactly the question that Methods.'
SI.. Rockland. Tel. 309-R.
6*12
tion and a couple of dull thumps as was in Frazer's mind. "1 heard, Good Luck Rebekah Ixidge will
The Study Unit of the Warren PIERCE Tri. Camden 2351
DRY Baled Shavings for sale.
Frazer stepped through the door them say something ahbut a can- meet tonight Jan. 16. Mrs. Con- Woman’s Club will meet Thursday
7 9
Delivered at 65c per bale. TEL.
way and took a hand in the parly. yon to the northwest of town,” he ,Unoe MacPhaU o[ OwVs Head afternoon with Mrs. Willis Vinal.
IZ>ST. Tuc da;, in Two Bush
UNION 21-14.
5-7
He v.as not in time to save the prompted.
hopping
Warden of the Rebekah Assembly At t^le meeting Mrs. Robert Mac- Channel, square-ended
drunken man a crack on the head,
DODGE
Custom
Sedan,
1946
for
"Yeah. That’s
make her official visitation. ' Kenzi<? will present a book review tray tender. Finder notify WOOD
but he did take quick revenge on eashayin around, lookin fer color. 1
sale; new tires, radio and heater;
BURY M SNOW Tel 1035-M
I
have
a
remarkable
Opporrecently overhauled. Forced to
e
er. The tall OMI went They"Veemtd"phimb'”curious about Viola Kuhn. Goldie Sheffield and | The Baptist Fellowship supper ____________________________ 5-7 I
down before a straight right to tne lhe 'country wanted to know who I Fannie Gray are on the supper will be served Thursday night, at
BETWEEN Nelson Brothers' Ga- | tunit.v-Buy for an ambitious sell, going into service. TEL. War
ren 83.
5*7
chin, his amazed grunt showing
saw up there and a lot of funny stuff 1 committee.
1 the Montgomery rooms.
rage and East Union, tray of me- I
more surprise than anger.
MODERN
eight-room
House
for
1 like that.”
Mrs. Maude Ralph was hostess \ Ralph Robinson has been elected chanics Tools lost If found please
person at low price—A retail
sale; all newly-papered and paint
i.itiy d.u,ik .ias a crook to roll
"Queer sort of curiosity,” Frazer Wednesday night at her home for ; president of the Warren Tiger En- call 8082 Reward. MITCHELL'S
ed; hot and cold water, bath, good
him.” Frazer remarked disgustecbusiness, good volume, excellent
5*7
location, nice yard. Inquire 14
ly. "Stand up and let me poke you sgreed. "Did you have anything to a surprise farewell party for Mrs. j gine Company for the coming WELDING SERVICE
them?1"*11*1
t0 lntele,r Russell Winchenbach and daugh-I year. Other officers elected were
James St. or TEI,. 1519-M.
5*7
again.”
location. Must sell.
‘
,,
ter, Laurie Jane, and Mrs. Charles ; Percy S. Bowley, vice president;
WANTED
The lanky one was too sly for
LOBSTER Boat for sale. 25’ long
that. He remained prone for just Uy, his scornful laugh almost a IRobert*son' The>’ w«re Presented and Richard Butler, secretary-trea7‘j' wide, ready for use. TEL. 815.
A STANLEY Mitre Box for sale:
WEST FARM AGENCY.
an instant, then rolled swiftly, dig groan as his miseries began to gifts and refreshments were served. | surer. Committee have been ap5*7
ging for his gun as he swore at catch up with him. "Nothin’ to tell. Those present were: Mrs. Arthur pointed as follows. B. F. Podkowa also h e. little pot Oil Burner for
INC.
Frazer. There was a cry of alarm I ain't seen a soul in nigh onto a Chute. Mrs. Marjorie Ralph. Mrs. and Dyson Jameson to the enter- furnace. TEI, Camden 2891.
Charles E. King, Rep.
QUALITY FUEL OILS
7-9
from Helen BarteU, and then Fra- : month.”
Kange, Fuel and Diesel Oils,
Marguerite Muzroll, Mrs. Claire tinment committ, and Albert L.
Phone Camden 8537
zer was in action again. This time
CHOPPERS by day or thousand
Frazer changed the subject Ralph, Mrs. Helen Eugley, Mrs. Mank and Albert C. Mank to the lots, wanted, in Washington and
Motor Oils and Greases,
he used his feet—as effectively as
1-T-tf
Cities Service Gasoline
he had used his fist. He jumped over ■ abruptly. "Now what about the jas Greta Sidelinger, Mrs. Madelyn finance committee.
Northport. SPROWL BROTHERS,
the fallen inebriate, sidestepped per who slugged you? Was he with Jackson, Mrs. Lorna Winchenbach,
Searsmont, Me. Tel. Liberty 36-'
Mrs.
Clara
Leach
has
been
elect

THURSTON
PETROLEUM
the other two?"
once and then kicked hard.
79
PRODUCTS CO.
TO LET
The prospector seemed te be Mrs. Gertrude Ralph, Miss Lyle ed most excellent chief of Crescent
THURSTON’S WHARF
Temple. P. S. for the coming year. MIDDLE-AGED Woman wanted as
having trouble in keeping his mind Ludwig. Mrs. Millicent Vannah.
NEWLY-DECORATED
4-room
311 TILI.SON AVE.,
TEL. 336
Mrs. Russell Winchenbach en- Other officers elected are, Mrs. housekeeper for man alone. AR
on the questions. "I dunno. Don't
ROCKLAND, ME.
recollect anybody else. Seems like tertained a group of nurses at her Doris Jenkins, excellent senior; THUR SMALL. 9 Berkeley St.. City. Apt. to let; partially heated. Ref
7 9
1-tf
6*8 erences. TEL. 681-W.
I wasn’t with anybody fer quite
home one evening last week A so Mrs. Mary Creamer, excellent jun
spell before I hit the street.”
NEW
3-room
and
bath
Apt.
for
cial evening was spent and refresh ior; Mis. Shirley Bowley, manager;
WAITRESS wanted at the Cop
"No tall, lanky man?”
SEX-LINK Pullet*, cockerels or
ments were served. Those attend Miss Doris Hyler, secretary; Mrs. per Kettle; permanent position; rent, private entrance, overlooking
"Uh-uh. Nobody.”
breakwater, hardwood floors, new straight-run chicks from Pullorum
live
in
or
out;
limited
guests;
three
Frazer caught the girl’s eye and ing were: Mrs. Etta Dodge, Miss Mildred Gammon, treasurer; Mrs. meals. Referente- required. Call electric stove and refrigerator. Au clean U. S approved stock, for
they crossed to a far corner, leav Christine Goudy, Miss Eleanor Lillian Simmons, protector; and MRS. FRENCH. Tel 405-W be tomatic heat and hot water. Ref. sale. MELVILLE W. DAVIS, Dutch
ing the little man to drop off into McFarland, Mrs. Mary
Weed, Mrs. Helen Searle, guard of the tween 8 and 5.
E. T. LONG. 113 Camden Neck Hatchery. Tel. 122-23. Wal
6tf req.
a heavy sleep.
St. Tel. 1503.
7-9 doboro.
4-tf
Mrs. Ennis Campbell. Mrs. Ruth' outer temple; and Mrs. Gertrude
A
COLT
Revolver
wanted,
since
"What does it all mean?” Miss Tukey all of Damariscotta and Mrs. Weaver, past chief. Date of the in.
FURNISHED Single House, 2
USED Lumber for sale, all 2x4,
action.
Frontier
model.
Tel.
837S.
Bartell asked, troubled as well as Etherlyn Morse of Waldoboro.
Water and 2x6, 3x6. 4x6. 6x6 and boarding, 4c
| stallaticn of tlie newly elected of- SMITH'S ESSO STATION.
6 8 small rooms, flush
curious. "Was he talking to the
lights paid, clean and warm. TEL. ft ; inside doors with locks and
Little ' Butchie" Pinkham son of ; ficers has been set for Feb. 9. with
NURSE available. 75c an hour. 829-M. Ill Pleasant St.
same men we just saw outside with
7tf hinges $2.50 each; windows and
my father?”
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Pinkham the newly elected officers of MRS BERTHA S. CASSENS. Tel
THREE-ROOM Unfurnished Apt. frames $7.00; clapboards, 17c eaeh;
23-W.
.P.
O
Box
216.
4
7
Friendship street is a patient at the Georges River Lodge. K. of P. inpartly heated, to let at Rankin flooring lumber and water pipe.
Problem Is to Find
CARPENTRY, inside remodeling, Block, $20. TEL. 1051-R.
Miles Memorial Hospital. He had vited to a joint ceremony. Each
G 8 Free firewood, haul it away; 17
Myrtle St., days. TEL. 8897" eve
a bad case of ruptured appendix. ' member of the Temple is privil- ceilings, floor sanding and linoleum
Hidden Arms Cache
PLEASANT two-room .semi-fur nings.
laying ISRAEL SNOW, 14 Ocean
7 9
George II. Vose
, eged to invite a guest.
"The same. What It means,
St. Tel. 1171-R
3tf nished Apt. to let. with bath, 88
110VOLT
power
Generatorse,
500
though, ls anybody's guess.”
Camden St. Available about Feo. 1.
George H. Vase, 87, died at
The installation of the officersNOTICE: Avon Cosmetics has ..11 TEL. 1264-W.
"Don't evade. You’ve got a pretty North Waldoboro Jan. 10 after a elect in White Oak Juvenile
6-8 and 2000-watt sizes with and with
excellent earning opportunity for
out gasolene power, for sale. Also
good idea, I’ll wager.”
LARGE Sunny Room to let. almost any size of electric motor for
long illness. He was born March i Grange, at North Warren, planned women. We have openings in
He grinned a little at her tone of
Rockland. Thomaston, Warren, Kitchen privileges. Desirable; 29 single and three-phase power. Our
certainty. "All right. My guess is 20, 1862, the son of Mr. and Mrs. for Jan. 13. has been postponed to Lincolnville, North Haven, Ten Beech St. TEL. 1116-W.
6-8 generators and motors are new—
William
Vose.
He
is
survived
by
)
Jan.
27
due
to
read
conditions.
Inthat they're trying to locate those
not used. Ask for prices. EMIL
ant
’
s
Harbor,
Liberty,
Rockport,
APARTMENT
for
rent.
5
rooms
munitions which have been men one son Maurice of Waldoboro. Fu stalling officers will be Mrs. Har Union. Hope, Washington. Write
and sun porch. TEL. 217-M. 6 8 RIVERS, INC., 342 Park St., Rock
tioned so prominently.”
neral services were held Saturday riet Carroll of Union. Juvenile MRS. RUSSELL JOHNSON. Au
land, Me.
147tf
FLOOR Sanders and Polishers.
Why?”
at 2 o'clock at the Flanders Fu- Grange deputy.
gusta Rd., Waterville.
3*9
SEVEN-ROOM House with bath,
Paint Sprayer. Wallpaper Steamer
-Isn't it obvious? The location of nerlal Home. Rev Vernon Jordan
There was no degree work as
ANTIQUES & Used Furnishings. to let. MAIN STREET HARD for sale. Inquire 41 ADMONTEM
the arms and ammunition seems
of
the
Church
of
The
Nazarene,
planned
Friday
night
at
White
Oak
1
wanted.
WEAVER'S, 91 Main St- WARE.
5-7 AVE. No information by phone.
to be the only part of your father’s
145tf
Thomaston
or
call
Rockiand
North
Waldoboro,
officiated.
In

Grange,
North
Warren,
due
to
icy
plan that has been kept a secret. I
AP?(RTMENT of three rooms
1181-M.
2-13
The tall man went down be
don’t believe he has confided in any terment was in the Rural Ceme road conditions.
and bath to let. TEL. 1186.
5*7
fore a straight right to the chin,
of the men who seem to be working tery.
A judging contest in holders, ALTERATIONS and Repair Work
FOUR-ROOM Unfurnished Rent
his amazed grant showing more
done at the Mend-It Shop, 102
with him here In town."
hems
and dairying will be held Union St., Grove St. entrance. Tel to let on second floor TEL. 286-M
surprise than anger.
"Then you think it Indicates
5-7
hide of easy unconcern. A light in next Saturday afternoon at the1 1680 EVA AMES
4'9 after 530 p. m.
treachery?”
The lanky man rolled swiftly
the
marshal
’
s
office
indicated
that
home
of
the
leader,
Mrs.
Hazel
SANDING
Machine
and
polisher
COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
"I sure do. Real allies wouldn’t
WASTE Paper wanted, newspa
again, this time coming to his feet be so anxious to pry. It's the tip-off Carson Emery was at his desk, so Gammon, for members of the
to let
Inquire at SEA COAST ANY TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS
pers,
books,
magazine,
corrugat

and sprinting away into the dark
2tf
on the blond hombre. He's trying to Frazer crossed to the door, sticking White Oak 4-H Club.
ed boxes.
Inquire 55 TILLSON PAINT CO. 440 Main St.
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
ness. Frazer took another stride
AVE., City.
147lf
TWO-ROOM Furnished Apart
get some information that he can his head in long enough to ask. "Did
REPAIRS
John
Le
Gloahec
of
the
Univer

and picked up the gun which he had use in whatever treacherous plan you get caught up with that ornery
ANY TYPE OF WELDING
LOGS wanted Spruce. Pine and ment to let. with flush, central
kicked out of the man's grasp. He he has in mind. That fita with the cuss what killed the feller, mar sity cf Maine passed the week-end
location. TEI,. 1285.
156tf
with Mr. and Mrs. B. J. Pellicani. ’ Hemlock. For Fall and Winter de
even chuckled a little as he went theory that he was involved in the shal?”
livery. Highest cash prices. PASSFIVE-ROOM
unfurnished
apt.
back into the doorway. "Looks like hold-up, you know.”
Emery looked up from his con
Fred L. Perkins, Jr., has been MORE LUMBER CO. Tel. Camden
with bath to let. Available Jan. 1. 778 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. ME.
I oughta hire out to the town mar
ference
with
a
pair
of
elderly
cit

re-elected
chancellor
commander
2330.
128-tf Adults only. Inquire at BICK"I suppose so—but what could
shal,” he remarked casually. "I they hope to learn from this poor izens. "No luck, stranger,” be re
TEL. 202-W
of Georges River Lodge, K. of P.
TOP prices paid for all kinds of NELLS HARDW.ARE. Main street.
hear the marshal wants to keep old desert rat?”
torted. "Looks like the killer plumb
1-tf
Junk
Iron,
steel,
metals,
batteries
155-tf
for
the
coming
year.
Other
officers
folks from totin' guns—and it looks
Frazer shrugged. “It’s a pretty dropped outa sight.”
and
’
rags.
MORRIS
GORDON
&
SIX Rooms and bath, unfur
like I’m doin' all I can to help his big country around here, remem
A dozen men were in the bar of elected are, J. Merrill Fiske .vice
12tf nished Apartment to let. Adults
DOUBLE Tenement House at 57
program. This makes three I've ber. They're trying to narrow down the hotel when Frazer stepped in, chancellor; Maynard Leach, pre. SON, 6 T St. Tel. 123-W.
ANTIQUES, Glass. China, Furnl- only. Available Jan. 1, 76 Park St., Gleason St , Thomaston, for sale;
picked up tonight”
the
loudest
of
the
lot
being
Ed
Dela

late;
Herbert
L.
Kenniston,
master
the field of search, and they were
about an acre of land and small
ture. old Paintings, etc., wanted. TEL 147-W. Call after 5 p. m.
hoping the old fellow might have plane. The handsome young deputy of finance; Harold Searle, trea CARL E. FREEMAN, Glen Cove.
If you need a home,
156tf bam
Victim Seen to Be
was
showing
the
effects
of
too
much
this ls a fine investment. Contact
seen something that would Indicate
surer, George E. Gray, secretary; Tel. Rockland 103
ltf
liquor,
his
voice
rising
in
a
quer

UNFURNISHED
Rent
to
let.
H B. KALER, Washington. Tel.
Little Prospector
traffic or guards somewhere. Un
WASHING Machine and Wringer at 18 Masonic St. Apply at 11 5-25
•
it
... .
luuus wjuuihuu
ulous
complaint wmen
which seemed
seemed to
to Roland Starrett, master of work;
7itf
"You can drop that fancy drawl,” less 1 misI my »'•««»« the? 11 be con- i be little more than a childish bid for Hollis Weaver, master at arms; Roll Repairing. Pick up and de MASONIC ST.
156tf
FOR SALE—Have a few used
Miss Bartell said, a little sharply, J^ced now that the guns are not attentlon He was enjoying himself Earl Robinson, inside guard; Nor liver. Tel. 677, Rockland. BITLER
SMALL Furnished Apartment to White Oil and Gaa Combination
"Help me get this poor fellow into hidden in any of the canyons to the , in spite of his rueful tone, making man Hanson, outside guard; and CAR Ar HOMK RTTPP1V
let. Apply In person, 11 JAMES Stoves, Some Black Stoves, with Oil
northwest.”
the store. I’m afraid he's hurt.”
himself the butt of his own joke in Harold Searle, trustee for three
St.
I29tf Burners, Electric Stove, Used Deep
"Just drunk." Frazer assured her. i Mesa Verde had quieted down order to hold the limeUght.
FURNISHED, heated Apt., to let; Freeze, Electric Washers, and Elec
years.
No
definite
plans
for
the
in

appreciably
when
Frazer
moved
", . . So I waltzed along home
"Only thing is he'll have two rea
two rooms, elee. kitchen. Inquire tric Refrigerators, tliat I will sell
stallation date have been made
sons for a headache tomorrow out into the street. Apparently the with her, cocky as you please, and
67 TALBOT AVE.
150tf cheap. If you are looking for some
morning. We'll take care of him, J hunt for Scott's killer had died down I was all set to get cozy when what except it will be held the same
stuff, we have lt at prices you
HEATED and unheated furnished used
for
lack
of
a
quarry.
A
few
were
d'ye
think?
She
flung
me
out.
Why?
evening
the
officers-elect
of
Cres

but we don't light any lamps. You're
Apts to let. V. F STUDLEY, 77 can afford to pay. I also have 3
straggling
back
toward
bars,
their
Because
she
smeUed
perfume
on
reason aMy priced rarms that I
not going to be a target again to- i
cent Temple, P. S. are inducted
Park St. Tela. 8060 or 1234.
ltf will
subdued talk eloquent of frustra me.”
sell. Whatever you need, see
night if I can help it.”
into office.
tion, but most of the volunteer
RO
OMS,
Board
by
day
or
week
Kaler.
HAROLD B. kaler
He laughed uproariously and add
"Then we'll take him upstairs. searchers had already disappeared
Newly
elected
officers
in
the
WEBBER'S
INN.
Tel.
S4O-».
ThomWashington, Me. Tel. »-25. Open
ed, “I plumb forgot I'd been fool
UJrtnr
’
tf
I'm sure he's injured.”
Congregational
Ladies'
Circle
at
from view. Still mere was a marked in' around with Sal just before the
385 days every year.
49tf
Frazer realized then that he had air of tension in the town, an omin stage arrived.”
the annual meeting held Thursday
WE have some reasonably-priced
seen the man before. It was the ous sort of restlessness which
(TO BE CONTINUED)
afternoon at the parsonage are:
MISCELLANEOUS used cars for sale. If you do not
Copyrignt. 1M7. tugen. E. HaUiru
leathery little prospector who had seemed to advertise the general
want to buy one, perhaps you have
Mrs. Roland Berry, president; Mrs.
been talking to the blond man and • feeling that the evening's murder
INSTRUCTION, Male
Learn one to sell. We buy, and sell, do
For
social
items
in
The
CourierMaynard
Leach,
first
vice
presi

the Mexican in the saloon. Appar- • was likely to be a forerunner of
Auto-Body-Fender. Big pay oppor some horse trading, sell on time
Gazette, Phone 1044, City.
tf dent; Mrs. George Buck, second
ently the pair had been eminently more tragedy,
tunities. Course includes welding, payments. In fact we do anything
WE USE
vice president; Mrs. William Cun
A moment in the dark permitted
successful in their attempt to get
painting, metal work. Spare time to please. HAROLD B. Rater
GENUINE FACTORY
the old fellow drunk. But to what him to see Derek Bartell as the
Free
Book.
AUTO-CRAFTS Washington. Me. Tel. 5-25. National
CATARRH ningham. secretary” Mrs. Sidney
purpose? It did not seem likely that stout man hurried along toward
TRAINING.
Box
AB..
c. The Cou Shawmut Bank of Boston Finance.
Wyllie, treasurer; Mrs. Willis Vin
PARTS
rier-Gazette.
7’9
they had simply been playing the old j home on the opposite side of the
SUFFERERS al, and Mrs. Robert MacKenzie.
game of working on a rich pros street. Frazer was tempted to hail
FIND CURB FOR MISERY DUI TO NASAL
OIL
Burners
cleaned,
repaired
in
charge
of
devotions;
and
Mrs.
CONGEST ION. SUPPLY RUSHED HERII
pector. For one thing, this man did him. but he decided that it would
j and installed. Guaranteed work.
GRANITE LIVES rOREVEB
Relief at lut from torture of «inu»,
not seem to be overburdened with be better to let Helen talk to him catarrh, and hay fever due to nasal conges Donald Mathews, penny collector
IiOU’S OIL BURNER SERVICE
Walks,
Steps, Posts, Fireplaces,
tion
is
teen
today
in
reports
of
success
with
first.
She
could
pass
on
the
sus

and
ticket
seller.
Plans
will
be
cash. For another thing, lt seemed
Tel. 553-M.
7*9 Mooring Stones and Chain, Ash
a formula which has the power to reduce
entirely too ev.dent that they were picions about the blond man. It nasal congestion. Men and women with made soon for the coming year.
lar, Veneer, Pier Stone, Wall and
sinus headaches, clogged noatrils.
playing a deeper game—and for might soften up Bartell so that Fra agonising
Carl Waisanen. who observed his
If you run out of hot dish mat* Foundation Stone.
earache, hawking and sneering misery tell
Estimates
bigger stakes.
zer could do something more with of blessed relief after using it. KLORONOL 50th birthday anniversary Wednes.
DeSOTO. PLYMOUTH
use several layers of newsprint gladly submitted. Ns obligation.
costs 13.00, but considering results, this is
him
at
a
later
moment.
Then Helen Bartell arrived with
25-31 RANKIN ST.,
expensive, amounts te only pennies per
day was given a party at his home
, bind the edges and there you have HOCKING GRANITE INDUS
He waited until BarteU had disap not
doae.
KLORONOL •caution, use only as
a basin of water and a towel. She
TRIES (Successors to John Mee
KOCKLAND
by
relaAves
and
friends.
The
birth

directed 1 sold with money-back guarantee by
them, at very slight cost. Newsprint han A Son), Clark Island, Mt,
peared
into
his
own
store,
then
he
moved in promptly to bathe the ,
sauntered
on
down
the
street,
forc

day
cake
was
made
by
Mrs.
Joe
j
1-T-tf
I on sale at Tne Courier-Gazette Tel. Rockland 21 Wl er Tenant's
Goodnow’s Pharmacy, Main-Park
old man’s face with a comer of the |
u.tf
Ohtonen, and refreshments were
towel and Lis. gves opened, their ing himself into hiz assumed atU-1
Mail Ordcn Filled
(unprintedJ.
1*50 Harbsr M-1A

AN

UNUSUAL BUY!

BODY and FENDER
WORK

Rowling’s Garage

sums

MILLER’S
GARAGE
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Cynthia Johnson to Jack L.
Ward, son of Dr. and Mrs. L. J.
Ward of Elizabeth, N. J. Miss
Johnson is a graduate of New Jer
sey College for Women. Mr. Ward
was graduated from Pingry School
in Elizabeth, N. J., Union College,
Temple University Graduate School
and is now studying at Jefierson
Medical College in Philadelphia.
Miss Johnson is the granddaughter
of Mrs. Lillian Libby of Vinalhaven
and friends here extend best
wishes.
Miss Hannah Anderson went re
cently to Hollywood. Florida, where
she will spend the Winter.
The V I.I. Club met Wednesday
night at the home of Mrs. Joyce
Ames. Refreshments were served
and a pleasant social evefiing en
joyed.
Mrs. Charlotte MacDonald is a
surgical patient at the Maine Eye
and Ear Infirmary at Portland.
Mrs. Carrie Mullen was hostess
to the Washington Club Saturday
night at her home on Pleasant
street. Picnic lunch was served
and the evening pleasantly passed
with sewing and conversation.
Edward Bonaccorso returned Sat
urday from a business trip to Bos
ton.
Mrs. Elizabeth Earle is visiting
her son and daughter-in-law, Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Earle at Baltimore,
Md.
Benny Martin, Clifford White,
Victor Swears and Harold Warren
returned Saturday from Portland
where they were called for physical
examination for induction into U. S.
service.
Tlie Lions Club observed “Ladies
Night" Tliurday with a baked ham j
supper at the G. A. R. rooms under
the direction of the P.T.A. with a
large attendance.
Housekeepers

were Mrs. Eleanor Conway, Mrs.
Rebecca White, Mrs. Dorothy Sutliffe, Mrs. Elizabeth Magnuson, Mrs
Erma Holbrook with Miss Ruth Bill
ings, Mrs. Marion Martin, Mrs. Rita
Williams and Miss Marcia Nye as
waitresses. After the supper an in
teresting program was given and
the occasion was one of the out
standing social events of the season.
The Church Night meeting to be
held Wednesday night at Union
Church vestry will be under the di
rection of the Spiritual committee,
Mrs. Lizzie Greenlaw, Mrs. Georgie
Roberts, Mrs. Ida Libby, Mrs.
Helen Arey, Mrs. Mertie Dyer, Mrs.
Vera Boman, Mrs. Nina Burgess.
The High School Hi Jinks will
be held at Memorial Hall, Friday
night, Jan. 19.

NORTH HAVEN

THE CRUISE OF THE M. V. SCANIA NELSON’S WASHINGTON LETTER

Tlie 824 Congress
sworn
into office on Jan. 3 and the event
provided me with an unexpected
Telephone 85
Telephone 75-13
source of pleasure. My father,
John E. Nelson, who was a mem
Mrs. Vera Boman was hostess to
The next meeting of the Com
ber of Congress from 1922 Jo 1932,
the E.O.T.’s Friday night for
munity Men's Club will be Jan. 16
made the trip down from Maine
Desert Bridge. First honors were
at the K. of P. Hall. Supper will
Every young man and young i me pictures, and we have begun and was beside me when I took the
won by Mrs. Eleanor Conway,
be served at 6 30 p. m. The speaker woman (and old ones too for that conversing. No one else can un oath. Congressman John, as his
second by Mrs. Marion Littlefield.
will be Dean Mark Shibles of the
derstand our jargon, confusion of many friends down here called
matter) have times when their
Mrs. Hazel Roberts visited in
University of Maine.
English. Norwegian and broken him, had a grand time and had
fancy runs free—when they long Spanish.
Rockland Thursday.
' the opportunity to meet with many
Mr. and Mrs. Grover Babbidge
went to Rockland Wednesday. Mrs. to live the carefree life of roaring
Miss Neva Williams of Portland
Days at sea, are wonderful down of his old colleagues st.ll here in
is guest of her brother and sisterBabbidge went on to New York seas and unknown shores—of here ... No shrieking, no mterfer- I Congress. He had long talks with
where she was met by her daughter strange places, ports and peoples— ence, just harmony.
The sky Representative Joe Martin, the
in-law, Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Headley.
and son-in-law-, Dr. and Mrs. T. A. of adventurous todays and unpre blends blue with the Caribbean Republican Floor leader. Represen
W. E. Lincoln, proprietor of
Sappington, and then motored with dictable tomorrows — but—we do water, and reflects a clean blue tative John McCormack, the Dem
“Lincoln's Bakery," went last week
white over all. Especially in the ocratic Floor Leader, both of whom
them to their home in Thomaston,
to Hollywood, Florida, where he
nothing about it.
morning when the sun isn’t served with him in previous Con
Georgia. She plans to visit a month.
will spend the Winter.
'Twas different with Sylvia Mac- 1
A group of Islesboro boys and Kinnon of Tenant's Harbor. She bright, and you feel bor.e warm. gresses He had a chance to chat
Mrs. Sada Robbins and Mrs Ruth
NORTH WALDOBORO
Stretched out in a deck chair, with with his old friend Representative
Loveless entertained the “Bridge
A surprise housewarming was girLs accompanied by their coach appeared in The Courier-Gazette no sound except the motor, which John Taber, veteran lawmaker from
arrived
Saturday
via
North
Haven
■
offi(
e
one
day
not
t00
long
ag0
at
.
Eight," Wednesday night at the
held Friday night, Jan. 12 for Mr.
is no sound in its constancy, and New York and Representative Roy
home of Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Webster
and Mrs. Donald French at their H to be guests of North Haven's traftive alert and filled with the : the waves that brush each other Woodruff of Michigan, another
young
people
over
night.
At
6
p.
m.
and Mrs. Robbins. Lunch was
zest of her 22 years, and announced and us along Oh lazy, lazy life! long time lawmaker. Pa had such
home. There were 49 guests pres
served and the evening devoted to
ent, the evening being spent by they all journeyed to Vinalhaven to that she was bound for a cruise of Then the smell of coffee comes just a fine time that he extended his
North Haven educational adventure, on her own
cards, first honors going to Mrs.
playing cards. Refreshments of play basketball.
girls
were
victorious
but the Isles —that she was shipping out on before the steward does, and finds visit a few days in order to meet
Florence Smith, second to Mrs.
sandwiches, cake, brownies and cof
me. I think because the air is so with all his old friends who were
boro
boys
really
went
ahead of our motor ship
"Scania'’ of the
Beulah Drew.
fee were served.
pure, that the coffee aroma is so ; here.
Mr. and Mrs. Oiva Kallinen are boys and stayed ahead to the finish. Svenska L'oyd Lines as stewardess strong. Could be a good brand of
Mr. and Mrs. Churchill Miles,
An Aimed Forces Subcommittee
The
Islesboro
group
returned
home
or something, bound for South
spending the month in Florida.
son David and daughter Kathy of
coffee. But with all these good in which I am very much interSunday
morning.
*
America
and
points
beyond.
The
'
Mrs. Charlie Lovejoy returned
Fort Fairfield were guests last week
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sampson first of a series of letters from this smells, I find travel really broad ' c-ted has been appointed Repre
home Sunday after being a patient
of Mr. Miles’ parents. Mr. and
ening. I get so hungry by meal sentative Brooks will head it and
at the Eastern Maine General Hos spent thp past holidays wilh Mr. capable Boston educated and al times, tliat I’m ready to start on
Mrs. Clarence Miles Mr. and Mrs
its mission will be to investigate
and
Mrs.
John
Riddle
in
Tennessee.
ready a round the world-travelled
pital, Bangor.
Miles and Kathy left Wednesday
the Steward. He keeps an extra the status of the Armed Forces
Edward Beverage spent the week young woman are appended.
William Gibson is iti New York
for Washington, D. C. where Mr.
bone in his back pocket just for reserves. I have had many com
end with his familyWe sailed from New York, while me.
for a couple of weeks.
Miles will enter the Army School
munications from members of the
Lewis Haskell reports for duty I was sorting linen. Between toots
Mrs. Merlin Eugley, Mrs. Lynden
at Fort Lee, Va. David will spend
Today, after 12 days at sea, we reserves who have been called back
with the Navy Feb. 14.
and pillow cases, I watched two
Lawson and son David and Mrs.
the Winter here with his grand
arrived in our first South Ameri into active duty, and to a man they
Mrs Emma Snow returned home tugs tow us from our moorings, out
Florence Mank were guests Wed
parent
can port. I know now how Colum feel that they are not being placed
Saturday.
into uncluttered harbor. With a
nesday of Mrs George Reynolds in
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Healey re
bus felt. We were supposed to dock in positions for which they were
Officers for 1951 were installed “Bon Voyage’’ blast, they dropped
Thomaston.
turned Saturday from a few days’
about four. Good stewards let trained and in which they had
in the Pythian Sisters last Wed their lines, and our boat steamed
Mrs. Robert Campbell and son of
visit at Portland.
their department rest in the aft years of active service during time
nesday.
very proudly on its own. We
Bald vinsville, Mass, is visiting her
ernoon, so I tried to sleep away the of war. This, it seems to me, is the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Johnweren’t the biggest or the best, but
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Orff.
time. Then the engine stopped. purpose of the reserves. There is
son of Portland, formerly of New
we floated as well. I felt very
FRIENDSHIP
Mr.
Orff
has
been
quite
sick,
but
is
It was like a conversation cut sud little sense to a system cr proced
ton, Mass., announce the engage
protective and affectionate to
Pythian Sisters Install
gaining slowly.
denly short. Signals were sent ure which will train a man for
ment of their daughter, Miss
wards "my ship.”
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Ray and
down to the engine room from the , years, give him valuable experience
The installation of Friendship
The ship and crew' are Swedish,
daughter, Judith of Union were Temple, No. 85, Pythian Sisters
bridge and then back again.
I in combat, and then, in an emer
and that makes me a foreigner.
dinner guests Sunday of her par was held Jan. 12, 1951. The meet
I dashed out on deck in time to gency call him back to duty and
People comment on my fluent Eng
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Smith.
see a little red pilot boat disappear assign him to a position which calls
ing was called to order by P. C.
lish. It's too good to explain, so I
under a wave, and a pilot, in a for no skill and makes no use of
Mrs. William Gibson was a din Carrie McFarland. Following the
say only “Thank you.’’ I share a
white tropical suit and shining his years of training and experi
ner guest Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. reading of the Installing Officer’s
cabin with a Norwegian girl named
teeth, climbing up and over the ence. If this practice is very wide
Wilbur Mank.
Commission by the secretary the
Lillian. We get along fine due to
side.
Mr and Mrs. Thomas Williams, Bible was brought in by Sister Eda
spread, as I fear it may well be,
language difficulties. She shows
After that things happened it would seem that the reserve sys
Mrs. Lydia Mank. and Mrs. Freda Lawry and placed on the Altar.
rapidly. The sea changed from
Gibson went to Appleton Saturday Sister Lawry also brought in the
M. E. C. Beulah Cook; E. S. Grace navy blue to green. On the horizon tem which we have carried forward
night to attend the Rebekah recep flag and members and guests
Delano: E. J., Alma Black; M. of T., appeared a gray strip of land that for many years is of little or no
tion for Mrs. Ruby Chaples, District joined in the pledge.
| Gertrude Oliver; Secretary, Eliza became greater and greener. We value to us in an emergency. I
Deputy President.
Sister Lawry conducted the newly beth Bowen; Treasurer, Josephine
shall be watching the work of this
came in to the harbor and dropped . subcommittee with a great deal of
elected officers in and they formed
Burns; Protector. Leola Rodamer; anchor. A launch came along side,
For social items in Thc Couriera semi-circle before the M.E.C.’s
! Guard, Marjorie Corliss. All these and we were swarmed with officials. interest.
Gazette. Phone 1044, City.
tf
Station. The Grand officers were
On the first day of the first ses! officers with exception of Sister OliNewspapers, unprlnted, are avail escorted in: P.GJ. Gertrude Oliver , ver were installed, Sister Agnes Brazilians love glitter and they all , sion of the new Congress, a meahad a lot of gold braid. Even a i sure came up for vote which, to the
able at Tlie Courier-Gazette at as Grand Chaplain; Sister Bertha | Winchenpaw taking her place.
little fellow that stood on the persons not conversant with the
small cost and are useful for a Jameson as Grand Secretary, and
A tableau was presented by five
number of household chores; might Sister Annie Doe as Grand Mar small flower girls dressed in white. launch's prow and caught the lines ' rules of procedure cf the House of
was gilded. As soon as our ship Representatives, would seem of
also use them for figuring your in shal.
Marlene Delano, Sandra Black and was cleajed, stamped and deodor
Th?
officers:
P.
C.
Adelia
Jamelittle import. The measure to which
come
tax!
1*50
eo
Pamela Brown carried a white tri ized, they left us, in the some
I refer was an amendment offered
angle decorated with flowers and single file, according to rank, that
'I1
to the rules of the House which
z
2.
1 'i 1
i the letters of the Pythian Sisters. they came in.
1 would give back to the Committee
■-Mr
pT
. Sandra Cook and Deborah Gene
The custom houses and buildings on Rules the power to bottle up
Winchenpaw presented a red rose that lined the dock, were of pink
In
II II
legislation until the Committee on
to each officer, the installing offi and white stucco. Very pretty
m
Rules s..w fit to bring the bill up
cers, pianist and Sister MacFar silhouetted, and from a distance, but
v“
on the floor cf the House. This
land.
closeup, were blanched and peel rule had been changed in 1949 to
All lights in the hall were turned ing.. There were men. women and
i allow the chairman of the com
out and a red spot light was shone children on the pier, with things
mittee which had considered and
on the children as pianist. Sister to sell, leather sandals, sea shells,
investigated a measure the power
Marjorie Winchenpaw, sang “In fruits that I’ve never seen and
to bring the bill to the floor of the
the Garden.”
haven't yet determined. “Lampee House for consideration if, after 21
The Aides seated the officers at very nicee. Five dollars.’’ South
days, the Committee on Rules had
their respective stations. Following Americans set a price and you pay
not acted on it. This was a for
the proclamation by Grand Mana one-half or less what they ask. If
ward-looking and progressive step.
ger gifts were presented to P. C. you don’t barter, they think you’re When the House voted to abolish
Adelia Jameson. Sister Oliver, her stupid, and don't even enjoy mak
this rule and go back to the sys
Aides and others.
ing the sale. This I found out tem which prevailed before the
The Sisters vacated their chairs after I bought some pineapples, for
advent of the last Congress, it was
and the Knights were installed.
about 50 cents apiece, and they a move in the wrong direction. The
Refreshments and dancing ended grow like dandelions down here,
I situation as it is now is a denial
the evening.
(To be continued.)
of the right of the Members to vote
’ upon legislation. The whims of two
A
or three members of the Coml mittee on Rules can prevent the
(Answer next time)
Congress from
considering any
measure no matter what the com
8
IO
b
7
9
2- 3
4- 5
1
mittee w’hich considered the merits
w
of the legislation might have to say
11
II
about it. I voted for the progressive
change in 1949 and could see no
w
17
Ib
15
13 14
reason to change my vote in this
w
session. I feel that the measure
W
lo
19
ie>
adopted by the majority on Jan.
ill
3 is not in accord with our Amer
li
25
2l
14
ican form of government.
The Maine Congressional Dele
27
gation sent a letter to the White
w
House which I consider very impor
19
tant. In it we urged the President
to take the steps necessary to stop
53^
34
30
i
31
the dumping of potatoes on the
oh
fields
of our State to rot and spoil,
35
3b
35
37
j This is a good example of the
shortsightedness and ineptness of
Ml W 41
59
I qo
jome of our governmental leaders.
w
The facts are these We are in an
4b
45
MM
M3
emergency. We need industrial al;
cohol
in greatly increased quan
Mb
M9
w M7
As fine as the finest, vet priced with the Invest, is this ’.’1 Ford.
tities due to the synthetic rubber
One
Test Drive
will show vou the smooth-riding magic of
program and many other defense
50
51
Ford's Automatic Ride Control.
measures. The nation has a short
•
1
grain crop this year, and in spite of
Feel the get-up-and-go ol Ford's V-8 and Six engines . , , the
VERTICAL (Cont)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
all thLs, we are dumping enough
famous economy that comes from l ords Automatic Mileage
8- Combining form Air
39- A type measure (pi.)
AUTOMATIC RICE CONTROL h’tt*a teamint-upof Fnr<Ta
1-Severe test
potatoes on the fields to make 3,
.Maker. Ton II see the beauty ol Ford’s Fashion tar” stvle . . .
9- Senior (abbr.)
Athanrrd Hydra-Coil I rout Springs, "Viwons Gun*
6-Small animat with a 40- Pertaining to
000.000 gallons of industrial alco
trol’" Sii<M-k
and \ arial.fi-Kale Rear Spring
its lieaiitiful Fordcraft fabrics.
10-Rents
punishment
long, thin body
Sithp«ri-i«-it that .iiifotii.ilir >llv .ulju-le I lie ride to the
14-Prophet
42- Sainte (abbr.)
11Upon
the
top
of
hol every month. Grain can be
road . . . makes hump' disapftear!
MRS.

r
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MRS

BARBARA ADAMS

Correspondent

Sylvia MacKinnon Of Tenant’s Harbor Gives
a First Hand Account

MORE FLAVOR! — because

there’s more tea ami finer
quality tea in

LU

FI

TEA-BAGS

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD

ean psiy more
l»ii< yoss emit l>iay
Y

And you II discover Ford’s new- liitnniutic Posture Control (ihe

front seat self-adjusts its height and angle as vou slide it Iront

and back) , . , and Ford’s many, many other line-car leatures.

TL. .'if

FORDOMATIC* DRIVE It** the nev.c«t, finest, most
flexible automatic drive of them all. It combine* the
l»ert feature* of earlier "automatic? tu jive you fi.tshing getauav. full rontrol at .ill times, and eaev rocking
oui of uiow or mud.
al extra cosl.

Built for the Years Ahead

FOM)
COME IN FOR A "TEST DRIVE” TODAY

WALDOBORO GARAGE^CO. 32 Park St, Rockland

12- Affirm
13- Exists
15-Elderly woman of
dignified mien
17- Father
18- Ever (contr.)
20- lnstrument for
measuring gat
21- A dance
22- Want
24- Length measure
25- Bargain
26- T rack
28- Land measure (pi.)
29- Gave
33-Sharp mountain spur
32-Man's name
35- To make different
36— Joined

38-Mu'IUMM

16- Repa ration for wrong
17- Dim
19-Harvesting machines
21-Forgivea
23-Soiled
25-View
27-The sheltered side
2S-Dined
30- A thoroughfare
31- Butts
33- An order of mammal*
VERTICAL
34- Listened
36- Apportions
1- To set facing the
37- Pendants
east
40- Gone by
2- Act
41— Jump
3- Finish
44- A pastry
4- Small particfS
45- A title
5- Not so high
6- Engaged in a conflict 47-Con junction
M-Mttskal nptg
7- JUany tuns

43- A province of
Canada (abbr.)
44- Small pies
46- Suffix to form past
tense
47- River in France
48- Den
50- Heron*
51- To unfurl

stored but everyone knows that
potatoes cannot be stored for long
periods. We have the plant to con
vert the potatoes to alcohol, yet
we do nothing. And don’t forget
that the government is paying $1.20
for every hundredweight of those
potatoes which it dumps. And to
top that, we are importing some
60,000 000 gallons of industrial alsohol from France. This French
alsohol was produced as a result
of a subsidization of the French
sugar beet industry, a subsidization
which we paid for with Marshall
Plan dollar It doesn't make sense,
and we here in Washington will do
everything in our power to get
some clear thinking and action on
this matter.

The Memory Man
Produces An Oldtimer Who
Sneezed 24 Times—Gosh
Ain't That Sumpin?
•Second Installment)

Tlien there's the proud little lady
who never allows tier cute little
sneeze to become vocal. Her sneeze
never gets to the outside world—
Just a quick little "Cheese" on
which firm lady lips close tightly,
followed by a facial expression
which says "You didn’t hear that,
did you? I never sneeze, you
know!”
Then there’s Hie man who
sneezes like a fog horn and siren
combined His sneeze is long, be
gins on the foghorn note, then as
cends gradually until the siren ef
fect is attained, followed by loud
trumpeting in his handkerchief,
after which he dries his weeping
eyes and marches away like he had
laid an egg and*had crowed about
it throuvh his nose, pridefully tell
ing the world about his achieve
ment.
Tlien there's the chap who gees
about with an expectant look on
his face -the habitual sneezer. I
don t know whether he has hay
fever, a common cold, or whether
he sneezes for the fun of it. Any
how he is always well suppled with
handkerchiefs and needs 'em. All
of a sudden the expectant look is
intensified and the sneezes start
and keep coming—"Ahhhh Chew,
Ahhhhh Chew. Ah. Ah, Ah Chew—”
four, five, or more sneezes in a row
before the chap stops, looks about
him to see if anyone is looking at
him, then, with the expectant look
still on his face and in his eyes,
he—Starts sneezing again!
Me? Oh, I'm just an ordinary
sneezer. I try one and if I like it
I'm apt to continue for a spell. I
sneeze anywhere, anytime I feel the
desire, outdoors, in the house, in
bed, in-voluntary, in-efficiently, in
effectually, in-decently, in-chorus
with others, in-decorous—and so
on, world without end. I now have
a desire to sneeze! Good job—I
managed five in a row! My wife
looked my list over just now. Sez
she,
“Granther Brown could outsneeze the whole lot. He has been
known to sneeze 24 times in a row
and, furthermore, he always used
two consonants and only one vowel
in each syllable—said it made his
sneezes more classy." Sez I, let’s
settle it by saying that Grampion
is Champion, until a better sneezer
is unearthed.
H. D. Farnham,
(Iree Member).

SPRUCE HEAD
The lad.es of the Chapel Society
at Spruce Head will meet Thursday
afternoon, Jan. 18 at 2 o'clock at
tlie residence of Callie Rackliff.
New members will be welcomed and
general plans for the Summer
months will be decided on.
Mr. and Mrs. Millage Randall
have returned from Portland, hav
ing visited their daughter, Mrs.
Robert Deck, for several days.
Burton Thompson who has been
a patient at Knox Hospital several
days, is now visiting his niece,
Mrs Lawrence Philbrook in Rock
land.
Mr. and Mrs. Grover Young of
Owl’s Head pent Wednesday eve
ning with Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Barnes.
Herbert Elwell is a patient at
Knox Hospital.
Mrs. Eugenie Godfrey spent
Thursday with Mr. and Mrs. Lavon
Godfrey at South Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Batty are
visiting relatives at Roque Bluffs.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

$134.95

Chas. E. Stackpole
ST. GEORGE RD.,
TEL.
THOMASTON, ME.

1M-3

1-TdSTh-tf

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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School And Parents

THOMASTON
News and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MRS. GLADYS CONDON. ERIN STREET. TEL. 113-3

Rockland P. T. A. Council
Outlines Duties Of Each

ROCKPORT

TENANT’S HARBOR
The schex
Of St. C.. :
saving newspapers ar.d mat zines
ducted
in April.
officers
Thi
of Eureka Lodge. F.A M. will be
held Thursday nhht J ,r. 18, with
DJ3.G.M
I
officer.
Friendship a
i.
.in:
ed are:
The officers to be n:
Wor.-i.
Russell
glian; Senior Wa: .(:
Vernon
uook;
junl
Elgland;
Hupper: Tn a u ei
: Senior
Secretary. Harlan B
Deacon.
Maynard
Th ompson:
Junior Deacon
A ber' Watts;
Chaplain. Rev John S wv «r; MarSenior
shall. Alfred H
Junior
S'ew.cc.. I .
i; Tyler,
6teward, Wilho H>
will be
Russel Thomas. Sup
served, preceding the i:.- tallation
Mr. and Mr Cal' in Sn :th were
week-end gut.' 1 fricn in Massachus tts.
Surprise Housewarming

A
given Mr and Mr

I.evi Hupper

,'.n: 1]

A eha : a
by their many friend

and rela

tives.

T •
were; M
Mrs. Flcyd Sin
M
M
Harland Priestly. Mr and MrMerrill Chadwick
Minzv, Mr. and K : H> :
Br 
ant, Mrs. Benjamin M . h. M:
and Mrs. Bernard Cli-h:i .n. Mr
and Mrs. Nelson St nt M: arid
Mrs. Clyson Pryor. Mr .nd M:

PACKARD’S
BAY VIEW ST.,
TEL. 178
CAMDEN. ME.

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

CAMDEN
MISS HELEN M. RICH
Correspondent

MRS HENRY DODGE
Correspondent

The Rockland P.T.A. Council has
Tel. Camden 2879
issued this bulletin outlining the
duties toward children of both
Mr and Mrs. William McLellan
school and parents.
of Rockland were Sunday dinner
School is on. Christmas is behind guests at the home of Mr. and
us. More than half of the school Mrs. Robert Hall and daughter
year stretches out ahead of us.
Marlene on Limerock street.
Five days a week, nine months a
Mr. and Mis. Donald Joyce will
year, our children spend more than leave Wednesday for Florida. They
one-third of their waking moments plan to be gone a month visiting
at school. That’s a lot of time. in Coral Gables and vicinity.
That’s a great opportunity for our
Mr and Mrs. Henry Fisher and
children.
children Stevie. Meggie and Laur
But don't forget children learn ie Jo left for Florida Monday morn
all the time, that they are awake
ing. They plan to visit in Boston
We parents have the responsibility and New York enroute. They plan
for the education of our children
to extend their trip three months.
two-thirds of every school day,
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lowell and
and all of the approximately 180 sans Steven and Park, Mrs. Jean
non-school days a year. What our
ette Tarpley and daughter Debbie
children are or become is a re
are planning to leave for Los An
flection—for good or bad—mainly
geles, Calif., this week where they
on us as parents.
will make their future home.
How can parents and teachers
Mrs. Stanley Norbeck and son
Harold Merritt. Mr and Mrs. work together for the best interests Douglas were in Bangor Friday.
Maynard Wiley. Mr. and Mrs Ar of each child?
Mrs. Beula Quinn accompanied
thur Mills. Mr and Mrs. Bertie Sim
The School’s Part Is
them.
mons. Mr and Mrs Harold Bates,
Mrs. Maurice Kennedy, who has
To provide a clean, safe, and
Shannon Cushman Charles Mer warm place for children to work recently moved to Bath, was in
rill. Isabelle Clark. Walter Ander and play.
town this week-end.
sen. Aaron Simmons, Altcn Hupper.
There will be a Sunday School
To provide health check-ups by a
Nancy Singer. Walter Bryant.
physician or nurse, to give advice social for the Junior, Intermediate,
Those donating, but unable to on health and provide opportuni and Senior classes at the Methodist
attend were: Mr. and Mrs Forrest ties for physical training .
Church vestry Friday night at 7.
L. Davis. Mr. and Mrs Douglas
There will be a meeting of the
To teach our children the essen
Anderson. Mr. and Mrs. Chester tial skills—reading, writing, and committee for Missions of the
Davis. Mr. and Mrs Oram Simp arithmetic—better than ever.
Methodist Church at the home cf
son. Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Leppanen,
To stimulate and guide our chil Ernest Crockett, Limerock street
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Wiley. Mr dren in their learning certain Wednesday night. There will be a
and Mrs. and Mrs. Richard Falla, knowledges and skills calculated to meeting of the nominating com
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Carter. Mr. help them ’’ve intelligently in a mittee at the home of Miss Marion
and Mrs. Ralph Simmons. Mr. and complex troubled world.
Weidman, Russell avenue, Thurs
Mrs Richard Percy. Mr. and Mrs.
To get our children to appre day night.
Alvah Harris, Mr. anc Mrs. Ray ciate the bases of good citizenship:
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Miller and
mond Harper. Mr. and Mrs. How love, justice, honesty, and fair play. children Jacquelyn and Stevie of
ard Lowell, Mr. and Mrs. Almond
To make available to our chil Rockland were Sunday dinner
Hall. Mr and Mrs Dwinal Stanley. dren all kinds of educational ma guests at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs True Hall. Mr. and terials; books, films, recordings, James Miller, Mechanic street.
Mrs. Walter Teel. Mr. and Mrs charts, trips, projects and so forth.
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll B. Win
Malcom Church, Mr. and M.rs El
chenbaugh of Nobleboro were over
Our Part .As Parents Is
liott Myrick. Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
for the Lincoln-Camden basket ball
To see that our children have
Tibbetts, Mr and Mrs. Donald
games Friday night. They were
Wilson. Mr. and Mrs. Allison Wil plenty of sleep at regular hours, dinner guests of their daughter
i
Don
’
t
we
adults
get
irritable
and
son. Sr. Mr and Mrs. William
and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Ru
Heal. Mr and Mrs. Harlan Rawley. slow when we are short of sleen?» pert Stevens.
A
whole
school
day
can
be
ruined
Mr ar.d Mrs. Simuel Leighton. Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton Foster,
and Mrs. Wilfred Balano. Mr. and for your child by his not going to Miss Madelyn Webber, and Mrs.
bed
at
a
regular
time
and
early
Mrs Allison Wilson. Jr.. Mr. and
Gladys Heistead had a surprise
Mrs. Earl Field. Sr.. Mr and Mrs. enough to get at least nine hours fourth anniversary party for Mr.
of
sleep.
How
many
hours
of
sleep
Clayton Hunnewell, Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. Rupert Stevens Satur
Bert Clark. Mr. and Mrs. Albert does your child ordinarily get?
day night. They went to a movie
To
get
our
children
off
to
school
1
Watts. Jr.. Mr and Mrs. Stanley
after which they gathered at the
Stone. Mr and Mrs. Gordon De- on time. Few tradinesses are the home of Mr. and Mrs. Foster in
Wolfe. Mrs. Lizzie Davis. Mrs. Eva fault of children. A tardy child is
Camden for refreshments.
Cushman. Mr. and Mrs. Howard often emotionally upset for the
The basket ball teams won over,
rest
ol
the
day.
Monaghan. Mr. and Mrs. Forrest
whelmingly over their opponents
To feed our children food as good
Morris. Mr. and Mrs. Arnold
from Vinalhaven at the gym Fri
Stimpson. Ms. Florence Simmons, and as balanced as wc can afford. ,
day night. The group stayed over
Buddy Falla. Floyd Conant Ar Especially be sure your child eats
night in town at tire homes of
a
good
breakfast
and
is
not
forced
'
thur Ingersoll. Frank Perry. Clyde
some of the basket ball players re
to hurry. Your child must start the
Teel.
turning next morning to Vinalday right!
haven.
ORFF’S CORNER
To insist on clean hands before
The Fred A. Norwood Relief
Mr and Mrs Bruno Rissanen touching food.
Corps had a regular meeting at
were honored on the 25th wedding
To take extra good care of our
anniversary by a surprise party childrens teeth. This is important the Corps Hall Friday night. Bet
ty Bohndell told them about her
given by iriends.
not only with small children; it is
Mrs. Aune Peacock is the newly even more necessary for high school trip abroad. Refreshments were
eketed superintendent
of the youngsters to brush their teeth and served. The group will meet again
next Friday.
Sunday School.
have them
inspected regularly
The Girl Scouts will meet at the
Melville W. Davis of Dutch (Fast growth and lots of sweets
Baptist Church Wednesday night.
Neck was a business caller at Al raise havocs at this age.)
The Johnson Society will meet
bert Elwells on Thursday.
To instruct our children to
at the home of Miss Marion Weid
Lee Peacock spent the week-end come directly home from school.
man Wednesday afternoon.
at home from Bates College. On
To keep our children happy. Mo
Miss Lois Burns who has been
his return he was accompanied as rale is a big factor in their suc
a patient at the Camden Com
far as Augusta by his parents. Dr. cess.
munity Hospital reurned to her
and Mrs. H L. Peacock.
What the School and Parents Can parent’s home, Mr. and Mrs. Orris
Several from here attended the
Do Together
,0th anniversary of Willow Grange
Since we parents and the teach school. Failures double the cost
in Jefferson on Thursday.
Mrs Calvin Elwell was a Rock ers have the same objective, that of education, you know. Let us en
is, our children's welfare, we should courage our children in their
land visitor on Saturday.
Myrcn Hutchins entered the hos get acquainted with each other. school work by showing our in
pital at Togus for treatment on Perhaps the best place to do this is terest in lt. Ask questions. Some
at school, not our homes. Wc want families hold a short discussion at
Monday.
Miss Jean Kimball of Augusta to see where our children spend the dinner tabic every' night, to
so much of their time. (Some par impress the chiidren with the im
visited here over the week-end.
ents never visited school until portance of w’hat they are learning.
trouble arises. Should we leave it
Our children need our co-opera
up to the school to initiate every tion to profit from their days in
I visit?)
school. Let’s let them see they have
Together, with frequent consulta it.
Tl ES.-WED.-THURS.
tions. we and our children's
Sincerely Yours.
DOUBLE FEATURE
teachers can:
The P. T. A. Council of Rockland
OF THE MONTH!
Make our children understand
Hit No. I
their job in school (learning.)
Train our children to meet life
squarely, facing its issues with
Shows at 2.00—7.00—9.00 P. M.
courage.
TUESDAY, JAN. 16
Mold good habits.
Recall Those Fond Memories
Inspire high ideals.
of the
Work for better school legislation.
Teach our children how to get
along with others.
All of us—parents and teachers—
Featuring
want our children to succeed in

A semi-public installation of
recent'.',
vi it at Grace Chapter O.E.S.. will be held
-h w..s Wednesday night at 8 o’clock at
the Masonic Temple. Refreshments
H
will be served after. Officers to
brother- be installed are: Worthy Matron.
in-law. Id
W Iter Evelyn George: Worthy Patron.
Laurence Perry; Associate Matron
Strong, la i, w
Vinnie Benner; Secretary. Helen
Mr. and Mr R.
.• s
Studley; Treasurer. Helen Hallo
Philadelp!'...: M. ••
Knights of Pyt'ia- u........... : ’.. e wed; Conductress. Marilyn Paul
sen; Associate Conductress, Kath
rank of Esquire Wedn
leen Spencer.
District Deputy
7.30 at the K of P ha!!.
Grand
Matron.
Aune
Bragdon of
M:. Ruth Ol •
Tenants Harbor will be the in
tient at the Mair.t Co
H
stalling officer.
tai. Portland.
Friendly Circle will meet Tuesd ij
Miss Katherine Ar.de:
night at 7.30 at the home of Mis
Sava:.:.
1
Anna Dillingham.
visit for a few weeks.
Andy Cooper and Robert Young
Hollis H. Young
ati- nt a;
students at the U of M„ Orono,
Miles Memorial H
■ D
were home for the week-end.
scotta.

Mrs. Esther Wo’.fe h:.
returned from a wee:-'.'
West Point, N Y. wh<e
a guest of Cacrt Sa-.'.v rd
Mrs. Je.c. I
ing with her sister and

Death Calls

CAMDEN THEATRE

“Golden Twenties”
Al Jolson, Greta Garbo

Telephone 2214

Above appears a picture of the
late Carl W. Work of Portland.
He was manager at the local A & P
supermarket and was active in
fraternal, religious and civic circles.
He died last week in Portland.

Burns on Union street. She re
turned to Bath Saturday accom
panied by Miss Jean Pitkins.
Mr. and Mrs. William Judkins
have recently moved from the Cain
house on Main street to the Herbert
Alexander house
at Simonton
Corner.
On Thursday the Sub Primary
and Grades 1-3 of the Hoboken
School took a train ride from
Warren to Thomaston in connection
with a unit of study about rains
and transportation.
Forty-seven
children enjoyed this experience
and were accompanied by Mrs.
Muriel Ames, Mrs. Dorothy Mc
Pheters. Mrs. Leonard Ames, Mrs.
Leslie Ladd, Mrs Rhubeck and
the teachers Mrs. Glenice Farmer
and Mrs. Beulah Baker.
Transportation to and from the
train was provided by the schocl
bus operatd by Russell Staples.

See the latest styles in Furs and
Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top
quality, at Lucien K. Green & Son.
1-tf

Mrs. f M. Tibbetts is visiting in
Waltham. Mass., the guest of her
son, Cecil Young.
The Catholic Women’s Club of
Our Lady of Good Hope Church
hate elected as their officers for
the coming year Mrs .Marie Con
nell, President; Mrs. D. Young,
vice president; Mrs. Drcothy Morong. secretary; and Mrs. Loretta
Morton, treasurer. At their meeting
Wednesday night Mrs. Loretta
Morton presented a gift to Mrs.
Helen McAuliffe, letiring president.
Mrs. Rose Lee and Mrs. Agnes Btloin were in charge of refreshments.
The next meeting will be at the
home of Mrs. D. Young, Pearl
street. Feb. 14.
Major and Mrs. Vernon L Pack
ard were delightfully surprised
Saturday night when their door
bell announced the arrival of over
40 friends to christen their new
home on Arey avenue, and to bid
them Godspeed, as the Packards
will leave shortly for Houston,
Texas, where Major Packard is to
report for duty as commanding
officer of the Dickson Gun Plant
on Jan. 24. Major and Mrs. Pack
ard were presented with a set of
dishes.
Mrs. Ernestine Buzzell won first
prize at the Grange Whist party
Saturday night, Everett Hobbs of
Hope won the second, and Mrs.
Florence Allen of Hope the conso
lation.
The Ladies of the G. A. R. will
have a picnic supper at the Grange
Hall at 6 o'clock Friday, Jan. 19.
The Ladies Guild of St. Thomas
Episcopal Church served supper to
135 members at the Annual Par
ish meeting on Jan. 10. The Rev.
Haig Nargesian, rector of the
Church presided at the meeting, at
which the following officers were
Methodist Church
elected:
Sr. Warden, Clarence
Sunday, Rev. G. Duncan Moores,
Thomas; Jr. Warden. Donald D.
Dodge; Vestrymen for three years. Secretary of the Conference Board
Willis W. Monroe, Charles W. of Education, will be guest preach

UNION
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Hit No. 2

“YOU SAID IT”
3-12

WALDO ™
1M

Richard CONTE
Coleen GRAY
end Introducing

WALDOBORO—TEL,
Every Evening at 8.00. Matinee*
Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at 3.00.
TUES.-WED.-THURS.
JAN. 16-17-18
Tyrone Power, Mieheline Prelie

ALEX NICCL

STARTS THURSDAY
BING CROSBY in
“MR. MUSK "

in
•boat Tor Serwp Oy Wdhaa Saekfiew
MBtr A
Manet.' Dytttf UTOM • KracM h LB» JBKJS
show* at. fillO—7.50
(No Weekday Matinees>

"American Guerilla In The
Philippines’’
in Technicolor

STARTS WED., JAN. 17

MARLON BRANDO
TERESA WRIGHT in

“The Men”

COMMERCIAL

PHOTOGRAPHY

Sidney L. Cullen
TEL. 907 or 770

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

87’tl

Nothing reserved, everything going in this
GREAT SALE at money saving prices. Buy
now and Save, as prices are advancing daily.
One Lot Men's 12 in. All Rubber Pacs. $6.95;
Now............... •............................... $5.75

One Lot 12 in. Boys’ All Rubber Pacs, $6.50;
Now ............................................. $5.19
One Lot 12 in. Youths’ All Rubber Pacs, $5.95;
Now .................. ....................... $4.89
One Lot Men's Heavy Industrial Rubber Boots,
Hip Length, reg. price 0.95; Special .. $7.95

20% DISCOUNTS ON ALL OVERSHOES, AND
OTHER RUBBER FOOTWEAR
15% DISCOUNT ON CARTERS & WHITEFIELD
OVERALLSAND FROCKS

Men's All Wool Heavy Shirts,

$6.95;

now ... $5.39

Men’s Cotton Flannel Shirts,

$2.95;

now ... $2.39

Men's Blue Chambray Shirts,

$i-9&;

now .. $1.59

Men’s Heavy Work Shirts all colors2 95; now $2.39
Men's Heavy Wool Pants, 6 95; now....... $5.49
Men’s Heavy Wool Pants, 5-50; now....... $4.39

Rudolph Valentino
•«* un

er, and Miss Margaret Stimson, Di
rector of Christian Education in
the High street Methodist Chur.h.
Auburn, will also be present and
will tell the Juniors a storv- Both
are here to help in the work cf the
Sunday School which they willi
visit after the church service.
Rev. and Mrs. Albert Oliver held
an informal song service at their
heme Sunday evening.
A nursery will be available each
Sunday in the vestry of the Meth
odist Church for parents who wish
to leave their small children there
while attending the morning service
at 10.30 a. m It would help if
volunteer workers would leave their
names with the Friendly Circle
president, Mrs. Bliss Fuller. Be
ginning Jan. 21. a kindergarten
class will be conducted, in charge
of Mrs Alexander Hardie. The
Kindergarten Class is composed of
children of pre-school age.
The Methodist Brotherhood will
meet Wednesday night at 7 o'clock.
The supper will be omitted. A
general invitation has been ex
tended to the public to attend this
-MRS CHARLOTTE HAWES
meeting of great importance. Cap
Correspondent
tain Nathan Bard of Spruce Head,
deputy director, under Gen. Lord,
Telephone 2-21
director of civilian defense, will
speak on Civilian Defense. Cap
Mrs Bryan Clark left Sunday
tain Bard will present a defense
for Palm Beach. Fla. She will stop
program for this town and answer
over in New York a few days, guest
questions on the subject.
of Mr. and Mrs. A R Morton.
Read The Courier-Gazette
Mr and Mrs. Oscar Sorsa left
Wednesday for New York, and
have made plans to go on to Flori
da for a two month' vacation.
Roland Gushee of Appleton. Her
bert Hawes, Robert McKinley and
Mr and Mrs. Robert Head attend
ed a Fair meeting in Portland
Thursday.
All Types of Commercial
Mrs. Maynard Lucas, who has
Photography; Groups,
been a patient at Pratt Diagnostic
Hospital, Boston, returned Sunday
Weddings, Industrial,
to Camden Community Hospital
Marine and Insurance,
Miss Annabelle Henchey of Togus
was the week-end guest of Miss
Aerial.
Isabel Abbott.
Orient Chapter. O.E.S. holds a
stated meeting Friday night.
Babb, Jr., Aldiverde I. Norton;
Treasurer, Luther E Goodman.
Elected as delegates for the Dioce
san Convention were Clarence
Thomas,
Carl
R.
Thompson,
Charles Babb; alternates A. John
son Talbct, Willis Monroe. A I.
Norton. Brine Borland wa.- elected
for three years as a Summer ves
tryman. At the close of the busi
ness meeting the Parish's new mo
vie projector was used, with Ken
neth E. Goodman as operator. The
projector will be used regularly
for the Church School and for
other youth gatherings in the
Church and Community.
Flank Sheridan has returned to
Taunton, Mass., after spending
several weeks with his wife at the
home of their uncle, Capt. John
E. Husby.
Mrs. Luella Tuttle will be host
ess at the meeting of the C.C.H.
Club Thursday at 12.30 p. m. at
Green Gables.

Men's Heavy Wool Hose. i"; now............... 75
Men’s Heavy Wool Hose. 1-50; now......... $1.19

ALL MEN’S. BOYS’. LADIES’ AND CHILDREN'S
SHOES, both work and dress. LESS 20% DISCOUNT

Men's Dungarees, Sanforized................. $1.98

ALL MEN’S and BOYS’ WORK AND DRESS PANTS
LESS 20% DISCOUNT

Men’s Dress Shirts, 2-95; now................. $2.39
Men’s Van Hensen Dress Shirts,3 50now .. $2.69
Boys’ Dress Shirts, 1 69; now............... $1.29

Boys’ Dress Shirts, 2.5°; now.......................... $1.95
Ladies’ Nylon Hose,119; now...................... 98

Ladies’ Nylon Hose,135; now.................. $1.10
Ladies’ Nylon Hose. 15°; now.................. $1.19

Ladies’ Slips. 2 49; now......................... $1.95
Ladies' Slips. 2

19; now...................................... $1.59

Ladies' Panties. 59c; now............................. 45

Ladies' Panties, 69c; now........................... 49
Ladies' Panties, 75c; now........................... 59

Hundreds of items that space does not permit us
to print at Real Bargain Prices.

Why not join the crowd of Thrifty Shoppers who
will attend this Great Sale and get your share of the
Many Bargains we are offering. No Sales Final.
You Must Be Satisfied or Money Cheerfully Re
funded!

gjararaazraraiziaaigrararaziaraii

GAME PARTY
Every Tuesday Night
Minimum Prize $2.50
SPECIAL GAMES
Two Cents a Card.

WILLIAMS-BRAZIER POST
NO. 37
Thomaston Natl Bank Building
1-T-tf

REMEMBER THE TIME IS THURSDAY MORNING JANUARY 18. THE PLACE

RICHARDSON’S
90 Main Street

Tel. 345-3

Thomaston, Me.

Tflesday-Thursday-Saturday

1

A.

Social Matters

MARRIED AT WALDOBORO

I John Dunbar and son. John. Jr.,

The Browne Club meets Thurs
[of Malden, Mass., were week-end day night at the First Baptist
[guests of Mrs. Wendell Emery, Church with Miss Christol Camcoming to attend the funeral of eren and Mrs. Helen Perry as hos
»cir aunt. Mrs Arthur Clark in tesses.
West Rockport.
Robert L. Kcrschner was guest
Mrs. Knott C. Rankin entertained speaker at the meeting of the Sea
a group of neighbors yesterday at Explorers last Wednesday night.
her home on Cedar street for a Lt. Com. Jasper D Akers, USN.,
social afternoon followed by re ret. will be the speaker at its meet
freshments. The gToup included ing tomorrow night at 7 o clock. He
Mrs. John G. Robbins. Mrs. Wil will tell of his adventures at sea.
liam Fifield. Mrs. Charles Richard including
hurricane.-, typhoons,
son, Mrs: Harry Dailey. Mis. Her fires and collisions. Guests are
bert McClure, Mrs. Reta Wallace. welcome. The Sea Explorers are
Kfrs Sylvia Reed. Mrs. Evelyn Mc now working inside getting their
Kusic, and Mrs. John Gillis. In small boats ready for Spring.
vited but unable to attend were
Miss Shirley Dwyer left Sunday
Mrs. Charles Beals. Mis. Carroll
Cole, Mrs. Florence McMillan and to spend two weess' vacation with
Mrs. Mildred Pierson in Savannah,
Mrs. Edwin Edwards.
Georgia.
Mr. and Mrs Bernard Gray and
Mrs. Bruce Burnett of Oakland.
I on, Leroy, of Rockland, were din
kier guests Sunday of Mrs. Katie Calif., is visiting her parents, Mi.
and Mrs. Samuel Peterson. Masonic
[Eugley and mother at Waldoboro.
streetHenry A. Howard hu entered
James M. Brown. Ill, will be the
'tf* Mercy Hospital in Portland for
guest speaker at the meeting of the
medical treatment.
Educational Club. Friday afternoon

The Methebesec Club met Frida,
r.ight in the Farnsworth Museum
with 19 members and three guests
present. Mrs. Jane Beach was apjiointed a delegate to attend the
mid-Winter State Federation meet
ing Jan. 25 and 26 in Waterville.
Two papers were read, cne by Mis
^R^th Regers. The Reign of Charles
cm V, King of Spain and Emperor
of Germany’ and' one by Mrs. Ruth
Teel on. ‘Cortez and the Civiliza
tion he found in Mexico. An in
teresting collection of pictures
taken by Mrs. William Talbot were
hown with comments by Mrs. Tal
bot. Mexican articles of present
day use were on display.
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at 2 30 in the Farnsworth Museum.
His subject will be ’ Modern Art.”

WARREN

Colonial Photo 1
Above appears Mr and Mrs. David Sidclinger (Miss Greta M. Ralph> who

Edwin Libby Relief Corps
Stands Pat On Presi
dent
One of the most interesting
meetings of the year was held in
G AR. Hall. Thursday, with Mrs
Myra Watts presiding over Edwin
Libby Relief Corps. Election of
officers was completed and Mrs.
Watts will again head this active
organization, the first Auxiliary of
the beloved G.A.R.
Many changes have taken place
in the Corps that closely resemb c
the breaking up of a large family
Age will take its toll, but, as down
the years the group has traveled
its first interest has been to carryon and uphold the principles given
by the G AR veterans: Fraternity,
Charity and Loyalty. The endeav- j
ors for Charity have lorg since i
ceased among G.A.R. Veterans I
widows and orphans, but wonderful j
reports can be made of the loyalty ,
that still exists among the mem- ■
bers which now number 112.
The secretary, Mrs. Velma Marsh
read messages of appreciation re
ceived from remembered shut-ins
and elderly members, who were
remembered at Christmas time, in
cluding a "thank you" from Mrs.
Minnie Pettee, who observed her
9’st birthday. Jan. 12. in Sidney.
Maine, where she makes her home
Mrs. Nellie McKay sent a veryinteresting note from Portland.
Nominated for members of the
C W. Memorial Ass’n were Mrs.
Addie Kaler and Mrs. Mildred
Condon; chaiiman of auditing
committee. Mrs. Riah Knight and
Mrs. Eliza Plummer, reported on
the condition of treasurer's and
secretary’s books, finding them in
excellent order.
When it comes to talent, Mrs.
Eliza Plummer, patriotic instructor,
can find it on short notice. Her
program consisted of appropriate
readings given as follows; “The
Man I Know I Killed." read byMrs. Watts. This poem was writ
ten by Holman Day and published
in 190f in a collection called “Up
in Maine. Stories of Yankee Life;"
also “Uncle Benje' read by Mrs
Marsh was taken frem the same
collecticn of poems; Freedom's
Light.’ by Mrs. Millie Thomas;
“What Did You Do Today, Mrs.
Catherine Libby; "He and She,"
Rose Sawyer; "What I Got," Ruby
Makinen; “The Fly on the Leaf
let." Mrs. Plummer. Mrs. Addie
Kaler more than pleased with her
seections of vocal music. Her
numbers were "Our Lady Fatima.1'
“Shawl of Yankee Blue” and
"Room Full of Roses.'' Miss Gert
rude Carmody gave a dance num
ber with Mrs. Kaler at the piano.
Installation plans were made and
Mrs Edith Cheney. P.S.P. of Yar
mouth has been invited to install
on Jan. 25. Mrs. Martha Sleeper
3iid Mrs. Lillian Rackliff will be
committee on refreshments anti
entertainment.
The officers elected were; Presi
dent. Mr-. Myra Watts; vice presi
dent. Mi--- Gertrude Carmody;
treasure
Mr- Millie Thomas;
secretary. MrVelma Marsh;
chaplain. Mr . Catherine Libby;
conduct re.-;, Mrs. Lena Richardson;
guard. Mr: . Harriet Thomas; past
president. Mrs. Rose Sawyer; dele
gates. Mrs. Ri l-.ardson, Mrs. Kaler.
Mrs. Springer. Mrs. Lillian Rack
liff. Alternate.-. Mrs. Ruby Maki
nen. Mrs. Libby. Mrs. Mealey, Miss
Smalley.
Mrs Watts, in closing, thanked
her supper committee, also these
who helped on the sewing project
in the afternoon.

were married recently at Waldoboro by Rev. Harold Nutter.
A general invitation to all towns
people to attend Saturday night
at 7 p. m.. the open house at the
newly opened cafeteria in the base
ment of the new grade building,
will be sent out Tuesday, under The Southend P. T. A. Card
Party Was a Rousing
the auspices oi the het lunch com
mittee. from the Warren Farm
Success
Bureau, and P.T A. This group will
The
card
party
at South School
sponsor the affair, which will con
Friday
light
sponsored
by the
tinue to 9 o'clock that evening. Re
South End PTA was very success
freshments will be served.
Mrs. Jefferson Kimball has re ful. President Ernest Jones an
turned heme from Bangor, where nounced that 4115 was made.
she was guest cf her son-in-law
Contest winner of the cake made
Mrs. John M. Pomeroy arrived and daughter. Dr. and Mrs. Bur
home Wednesday from Philadel- leigh Larlee. who since have moved by Buddy J. Miller was Toivo
j; j.ia, where she had spent several to Detroit. Mich., where Dr. Larlee j Suomela; the box of groceries,
weeks with her daughter and son- wil! take up special study in eye Mrs. Winifred Karl; the shampoo,
in-law, Mr. and Mrs. W Disston surgery.
finger wave and manicure Miss
Anderson. Mr. Pomeroy joined the
A 6.30 supper will precede the Celia Kirk; Miss GeriSvieve Mair,
family for Christmas week. Mrs. regular meeting of W’arren Lodge. the five gallons of gas and Mrs. Le
I 23. in the Bok Nurses’ Home at 8
Pomeroy was accompanied heme by I.O.OF Friday night.
roy Brann the box of candy.
| o'clock. Mrs. Reita Holden and
her daughter who will visit her par
Sunday guests of Mrs. Emma
The table winners were Miss James Connellan will give high
ents for two weeks.
Norwood were her sister Mrs. Alice Marion
Bowen.
Mrs.
Pauline
Robbins and friends Miss Marguer Schofield. Mr.-. Leroy Brann. Mrs. lights on the Infantile Paralysis
j Sam Savitt is in Boston for sevCampaign which begins Jan. 15.
Louise Brown. Mrs. Winnilred
|eral days in the interest of Savitt’s. ite Milliken of Portland.
Mrs. Helen Maxey is on a vaca Karl, Mrs. Gilberta Jordan. Mrs. j Miss Ruth Simcnds, R.N., is in
nc.
charge of the program.
tion of a week from her duties as Keith Goldsmith.
Mrs. Gerald
KCOH
clerk
at
Senter-Crane's.
Rockland.
E-dee's Beauty Shop. 24 Franklin
; Black. Mrs. Abraham Small, Mrs.
Mrs.
Eleanor
Sayward, R.N.. and
The was no school session in this Richard Havener, Mrs. Maxine
,reet, will be closed for one month,
Mrs. Prit ilia Sukeforth, R.N., will
town
today
due
to
icy
road
condi

ue to illness.
7-8
Andriu, Mrs. Weldon Russell Mrs. attend the Civil Defense Course to
tions.
Virginia Kennedy. Mrs. Florence be held at Central Maine General
Mrs. Joseph Mallon and daugh Stilf . Mrs. Katherine Akers, Mrs.
ter Miss Lorraine Mallcn have re Eifie Dyer. Mrs. Letha Munro, Hospital. Lewiston. Jan 29 and 30.
Mrs Annie B Mason. R.N. from
turned to their home in Taunton. Mrs. Susan Bowley.
C.M.G
H.. Lewiston, is the Cential
Mass., after being guests of her
Mrs. Ruth Cross, Mrs. C. Maxbrother-in-law ar.d sister. Mr. and ! well Ames. Mrs. Viva Johnson, District Key Nurse for Civil De
fense and is in charge of the twoMrs. Benjamin Davis.
j Mrs. Myrtle Hill, A. Hamilton
Mrs. Robert MacKenzie will give Boothbay. Mrs. W.nifred Sylvester. day Institute.
KCOH
12.30 to 4.00
a review on Frances Winwar’s Mr
Blanche
Rogers, Everett
Mrs.
John
Burns of Union
bcok, "The
Immortal Lovers,” Baum. Mrs. Lewis Coltart. Mrs.
MEREDITH
brought in several Readers’ Digest;
based on the Browning story at Robert Todd, .Mrs. Frances New
FPURNITURE STORE
and Coronet magazines.
the Thursday afternoon meeting hall. Miss Vittrice Carini, Mrs.
—KCOH—
Benefit Knox Hospital Auxiliary
of the Study Unit, which will be William Butler.
Mrs. Freeman
Mrs.
Rachel
Kenrlck, R.N.. who
7-8
held at the home of Mrs. Willis Beal. Elmer Merrifield. Mrs. Mil
i is spending her vacation in Con
Vinal.
dred Harjula.
Mrs. Evangeline
Ladies Night will be observed Sylvester, Dr. Russell Abbott, Mrs. necticut will have four days leave
of absence, beginning Jan. 14, and
Thursday evening by tlie Congre Carl Simmons, Mrs. Faith Ames,
I
will
return to work on the 18th.
gational Brotherhood with a 6.30 Mrs. Herbert Robishaw. Mrs.
Central Supply Department is cov
supper followed by a showing of George Avery, Miss Marion A. Carr.
ered by Mrs. Leona Pierpont, R.N*
movies. Ladies are invited to both Mrs. Pearl Huntley, Mrs. Julettie
j during Mrs. Kenrlck's absence.
the upper and entertainment.
at COFFIN'S
B. Cross.
-KCOH—
The newly elected officers of Ivy
Sandwiches, cookies and coffee
Mrs. Hazel Allenwood. R.N .
Chapter, OES. will be installed which were donated by parents
nurse in the Maternity Department
Friday evening by Miss Katherine were served to 2(;0 by the Hospi
Veazie of Ro.kland. past district tality Chairman, Mrs. Nina Mc left the hospital Saturday.
-KCGH deputy grand matron, and her Kinney. and co-chairmen of the
Mrs. Margaret Gustoske, R.N..
staff. Members of Saint George party, Mr Dorothy Jones and Mrs. Relief Supcrvi r 3-11 has joined
HEAVY JACKETS
Lodge, A.F. and AiM. and their Virginia Kunesh with the help of the Maine Nurses’ Association,
VALVES TO
NOW
14.95 .................................. $7.98
wives are invited. Al o each mem- these ba.-ket-(ball girls, Margaret | and the Central District Nurses'
F r social items In The CourierBOMBER JACKETS
Sawyer. Sylvia Doherty, Joan Dun. I Association.
10.95 .................................. $G.«8
Gazette, Phone 1044. City.
tl
—KCGH—
can. Carolyn Bray. Mary Nichols,
JAC SHIRTS
The Regional Meeting for the
Joan DeCastrc. Edith Post. Mildred
6 95 ,100'; wool, ................ $4.98
Perkins. Ruth Whitman. Victoria coastal area will be held in Bel
A PLAID JACKETS
Anastasio and Elzada Thorndike. fast, on Jan. 17 at the Bay View
1T95
$5.98
Others who worked on the card i Farm, with dinner at 6.30 p.m.
ODD JACKETS
party were Mrs. Ruth Staples, Mrs. Several members of the Hospital
$10.00 PERMANENTS
9.95 ...................................... $3.98
Louise Billings, Mrs. Lucy Sucm- staff plan to attend.
Reduced to $5.00
SNOW SUITS
ela. Mrs Helvi Hamalainen, Mrs.
12.95 ..........
$7-98
$5.00 PERMANENTS
Daisy Nichols. Mrs. Flora Hary,
WOOL PANTS
Reduced to $3.50
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Post, Ernest
5.95 .................................... S2.98
KATHARINE’S
Jones. Mrs. Neva Wiggin. Ralph
WOOL PLAID SHIRTS
BEAUTY SALON
Billing-. George Robishaw and
7.95
. S4.9S
47 BARK ST.. ROCKLAND, ML.
Miss Buttomers Fifth Grade stu
3.95
. 2-98
TEL. 1120
dents. Charles Foote loaned card
SWEATERS
7elt
4.95
2.98
tables and St. Bernard's Catholic
church loaned card tables and
/
SLEEVELESS
coffee urns. Appreciation goes to all
SWEATERS
3.95
------$1.98
who helped in any way with this
HOODED SWEATSHIRTS
party. The proceeds will be used
1.95 ...................................... $1-29
for basket-ball uniforms for the
WOOL FLANNEL SHIRTS
girls and they really earned them.
Good
grooming
doesn't
require
6.95 ...................................... $3-98
They helped a great deal toward
SPORT COATS
a movie star’s salary, just weekly
«M Mai. 8nw< \
making the evening a suocess.
12.95
..
*7.98

For Uniform Fund

FOOD SALE

Saturday- Jan. 20

Buy Now and Save

BOYS SHOP

Sale Still Going On!

-W'

CONCLUDED SUCCESSFUL YEAR

Engaged

Re-Elected Mrs. Watts

Golden Rod Chapter, 0. E. S., Heard Gratifying
Reports—Mr. and Mrs. Neil Novicka
To Head Body
Mr. and Mr- Neil Novicka were Cara Watt- Mr-. Gertrude Boody
elect d worthy patron and matron and Wesley Kn ght. finance com
cf Golden Rod Chapter OEB. at mittee A -emi-public installation
the annual meeting held Friday- will be held Friday night. Jan. 26.
night at the Masonic Temple. Other at 8 o'clock with Mrs. Virginia
olfiter- elected for the coming Knight, retiring worthy matron as
y ar are Mr- Athleen Pease, as- the installing offuer She will be
*
-o ate matron: James M Pea-e. assisted by Wesley Knight as in
a-sociate patron; Miss Katherine A stalling patron;
Mr.-. Pauline
Veazie. -secretary; Mrs. Helen E Hutchin.-cn a- mar-hal and Mrs.
Eean. treasurer:
Mrs. Mildred Gertrude Bcody as chaplain.
Miss Nathalie Smith
P use. conductress; Mrs. Vivian
The annual reports of the secreMr. and Mrs. Arthur B. Smith Vinal. associalte conductress; Mr-. t ry and treasurer and finance
: committee were given and showed
of Bay View avenue. South Port
i the chapter to be in an excellent
land, Maine, are announcing the j
tinancial condition. The worthy
engagement of iheir daughter. I
matron gave a report on the Christ
Nathalie Marguerite, to R.ch.rd W.S.C.S. Of the Methodist
mas lemembrances distributed by
Martin Aylward. son of Mr. ar.d
Church Tendered Singers the chapter and the secretary, Miss
Mrs. Willard Aylward of Taft Rc-ac
Katherine Veazie. who is the East
a Banquet
Salem. Mass.
ern Star representative on the
Miss Smith 1s the grand-d u i The Women’s Society of Chris
Beard of Directors of the Rockland
ter of the late Austin W. Smith, tian Service of the Methodist
Ma-onic Temple Corporation, gave
formerly of Rockland, and Mi.-.
Church served, a complimentary- a brief report of the yearly meeting
Austin W. Smith cf South Portland,
of that body. Mrs. Clara Watts,
Me Miss Smith has spent man- banquet to the members of the
Mother Advisor of Rcckland As
Church
Clicir
and
their
guests
Sat

summers at the home of her
sembly No. 12. Rain ow for Girls,
grandparents, when they resided urday night, preceding the regular
gave a i eport of the progress of the
at 46 Grace street in Rcckland.
rehearsal. A delicious roast chick assembly durin; the past year and
Miss Smith is a graduate of en dinner was enjoyed by the group
nnounced that the installation of
South Portland High School and
of 43 members and guests. Decora the Assembly would be htld Sun
Westbrook Junior College, and ltions in keeping with the music; 1 day afternoon Jan. 21 at 2.30 at
employed as secretary; to the Pub
nature cf the affair, were done in the Masonic Temp.e and all East
licity Manager of the Ma.ne Cen
black and white silhouette motive. ern Stars and Ma.-ter Masons were
tral Railroad Company , in Port
Seated at the head table were: invited to attend
land.
Rev. and Mrs. Merle Conant. Dante
Appointed to the Rainbow Ad
Mr. Aylward is a graduate oi
Pavone, director. Roger Dow. or visory Ecard lor the coming year
Salem High School, and Boston
ganist. Mr. and Mrs Richard Hav were Mrs. Gertrude Boody, Miss
University, where lie received his
ener, Capt and Mrs. John Stev Katherine Veazie. Mrs. He en Bean,
degree in business administration.
en- Mrs. Putnam Bicknell. Mr Mr. and Mrs Blaine Merrill. Mrs.
He is employed by the Advertising
Mrs. Golden Munro. Mrs. Georgic Rack
Department of the Boston and and Mrs. Oliver Holden.
liff. Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Knight,
Maine Railroad and the Maine Holden, president of the W.S.C.S..
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Watts, Mr.
acted
as
mistress
of
ceremonies.
Central Railroad Company , and 1Other members and guests at and Mrs. James Pease. Mr. and
located in Boston. During World
War II. he served in the Navy as tending were: Mr. and Mrs. Theo Mrs. Ralph Chaples. Mrs. Vinnie
Lt. (JjG.I for over thiee years in dore Sylvester. Dale Knight. Mrs. Benner of Thomaston. Mrs. Bea
both European and Pacific The Alvin Small. Mr. and Mrs. Donald trice Richards of Rockport and
Calderwood,
Warren Whitney. Mrs. Beulah Allen of Tenants Har
atres.
A tea was held on Sunday. Dec. Miss Beatrec Chapmtn. Mr. and bor with Mr. and Mr-. Neil No
31 in henor of Miss Smith and Mr. Mrs. Victor Grinnell, Miss Bar vicka a- members ex-officio.
The commi’tee on resolutions,
Aylward. Mrs. Austin W. Smith, bara Stever.-. Jack Stevens. Mr
and Miss Edith A. Johnsen poured and Mrs Gunar Erickson. Edward Leroy A Chattc, presented a mem
This tea was given by Miss Smith’s Greenleaf. Mr. and Mrs. Cheever orial for Mrs. Hattie Richardson,
Ames. Bernard Staples. Mrs. Mi - Mrs. Susan Foss Clark. Capt.
parents.
No date has been set for the dred Achorn. Carl Gray. Mrs. Hor Henry Johnson and Dr. V. H.
ace Coombs, Mr. and Mrs. James Tw eedie.
wedding.
On behalf of the officers. Mrs.
Economy. Mrs. John Passcn, Arthur
Doherty. Mrs. Edward Hilgrove, Mrs. Esther Novicka presented Mrs. VirLea Blood, Mrs. Donald Haskell. ; ginia Knight with a gift of a piece
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jillson and of luggage for which th- retiring
Seven To 12 Year Olds Will Dr. and Mrs. Russell Abbott.
matron expressed her thanks.
Following
lhe Eastern Star
The affair was under the effi
Benefit From Farns
cient supervision of Mrs. Leroy meeting, a meeting of the Rainbow
worth Museum Winter
Chatto. with Mrs. Robert Gregory Advisory Board was held when Mrs.
Program
in charge of the dining-room. Tlie Georgie Rackliff was elected as
It was announced today that committee who assisted were: Mrs. chairman for the coming year and
registration for the Winter ses A. W. Gregory. Mrs. Harrison Dow. Mss Katherine Veazie. secretary.
sion of children’s drawing and Mrs. Harold Philbrook. Mrs. A. G Mrs. Clara Watts was re-elected as
painting classes at the Farnsworth Dolliver, rs. Corinne Hughes. Mrs. Mother Adviser for the year by
Museum will be held Saturdaj Henry Lurvey, Mrs. Leon Pickett. the Board. Plans were made for the
several com
morning. Jan. 29 at 10 o'clock in Mrs. Webster Mountfort. Mrs. installation with
Earl Simmons, Mrs. Henry deRoche- mittees being appointed.
the Museum auditorium.
The classes, covering 12 Satur mont. Mrs. Alfred MacFarland and
day mornings, will be open to Mrs. Perry Rich.
ct.ildren seven to 12 years of age.
In addition to the classes, demon sisted by Miss Sally Gray of the
strations and occasional films will museum staff, will conduct the
classes each Saturday morning
be a feature of the meetings.
A fee of $2 will be charged for
The Havener Collection of more
than 2C0 mounted birds and ani materials to be used in the classes.
mals. which was presented to the
See the latest styles in Furs and
museum for its use, will be used
TO COLDS % /ICKS
Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top DUE
Best-known home
IwFxW
as supplementary material.
quality, at Lucien K. Green & Son. remedy to use is . . .W
Francis Hamabe of Rockport, a.1-tf

F

Honored The Choir

Student Art Classes

fy’iGHT
COUGHS

VAPORUB

Silver -Anniversary

*<»ntiac

January Specials

It’s Plourd Again

♦-A

Well Groomed On a

Budget

WOOL BREECHES

6 15 ..................................... $3.98

WOOL SOCKS
(Cadet Sizes)

00
................................................... »
1.00 ..................................................... 49

.75 .............................................. 39
Plus Many Other Items
at GREAT SAVINGS

visits to us to keep your hair in
shining order, your hands in lady-

of-leisure condition.

GILBERT’S
BEAUTY SALON
Helen Oldis Knight. Prop.

■ ' Mflt ANC Ik' r

ber of the chapter is privileged to
invite one guest.

Dollar for Dollar you can't beat a Pontiac*
Beginning January

Gall today!

VOI R LOVELINESS begins at
•

375 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ML.
TLL. 142

Xew ^iikI IScvmtifiil Proof

Rockland, Mo.

EVERYTHING

WALLPAPER
BIRGE. SCHUMACHER,
SANITAS. WALL-TEX,
PURITAN AND
NORTHEASTERN PAPERS

( ome in and let us help you
make your selection.

SEA COAST PAINT CO.
410 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

At the annual meeting of the
Maine State Cosmetologists Asso
ciation. held at the Elmwood Ho
tel. Waterville, Jan. 13. Al S Plourd
was re-elected State Treasurer for
i the second year.
The Association plans for 1951
1 to have more monthly educational
programs to enable the Maine
Hairdressers to keep up with the
trend and arrangements are being
made also for the hairdressers to
work and eo-o]M>rate wilh all Na! tional Defense Programs.

2

We

Will

Close at 8.00 P. M. Week Days
and

9.00

P.

M.

on

Re prepared tosee fu-o striking things when you come in to
examine the wonderful new Silver Anniversary Pontiac.

Saturday.

JUST ARRIVED

BABY'S TRAINING SEATS
$2.98

The ( ar Proves it by its

Beauty and Performance!

The Price Proves it by its

Prescriptions
Carefully Compounded

Downright Value!

First, you will see why Pontiac is acknowledged to be
the most beautiful thing on wheels. You wiU see a
brilliantly good-looking ear, with its tresh, Gull-Wing
styling, colorful new interiors and clean, exciting lines.

Second, you wall see a price tag on these magnificent
new Pontiacs which is so low that you will find it hard
to understand why anybody ever buys any new car
but a Pontiac!

Here, indeed, is double-barreled proof that dollar for dol
in and see for yourself.

lar you can’t beat a Pontiac’. Come

c. w. HOPKINS

MAIL ORDERS FILLED

712 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Rockiand Courier-Gazette, Ttiesfla?, Ja'nuarV T5/T551
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NOTES FROM TYLER SCHOOL
Grade One—Mrs. Teeney
January Ls a menth of many
birthdays in our room Those who
have birthdays are Lee Jackson.
Patricia Hughes. John Conant.
Joan Tripp, and Freddy Mank.
We have had a show of Christ
mas toys. Eaeh child brought a
favorite toy and demonstrated its
use. The other first grade and the
second grade brought their toys in
to show us.

Grade (hie—Miss Webster

John Batty observed hts seventh
birthday on Jan. 10.
Charles Andrews is a new pupil
in our room He has been attend
ing McLain School
Carl Achorn and John Leo are
making a January picture on our
easel.
We were happy to see the new
dolls and toys which Santa brought
on Wednesday. It was fun to have
Mrs. Rogers second grade show
us their toys. In the afternoon we
went to their room with <... d.
play. We also visited Mi Teen.e .room
We have been b
n, king a
chart about ou Ciiiistmas toys
We like to fin: our names and
try to read the stories which we
dictated to the teacher.
We wish to thank our mother
for the lovely Christmas party.
Jaynee Cummings, Harold Doak
Brian Jordan, and Carole Raekliflt
were happy to liave their motherheip serve Other parents helped
by furnishing refreshments. We
wish to thank you too. Mrs. Win
chenbach, for what you did

W<- still have fund memories of
tlie Christmas party given by our
room mothers. We were sorry tliat
Patricia Gac and John Hall were
forced to be absent by illness The
cake, punch, and ice cream were
enjoyed by all.
The children were very proud to
carry their Christmas calendars to
their mothers.
Judith Athearn and Patricia Gac
are celebrating their birthdays this
month.
Our plants are beautiful, thanks
to the kind and faithful care given
them during the vacation by our
good janitor. Mr Webber.
Mrs. Young visited us recently
We are always glod to have our
parents call on us
Carl Rafferty ha:-j'-in-d
:• r;/m

It era
Grade Tw—— M■i . r ■
;vt $1250 to
the Junior Red Cic ss, $2.17 cf
which was ftom on- trade.
Charles
Rosemary Sounder
Little, and Ronald lowles were
tied for first place at the c inclu
sion of the Pall ti rm ariiliinetic
contest with Wiilard Carter second
and Joan Gherardi third. The
Winter contest

;

already off to a

Outlaw Communists

That Steel Mill

Bales College Students Will
Debate Topic Today
,

Seems Assured Fur Connect icut—Will Help All New
England
‘Resolved: That the Communist

Party should be outlawed in the
t United States" is the topic for the
annual Sophomore Prize Debate at
Bates College, Jan. 16. The debate
j will be held in the Little Theatre.
Hathorn Hall at 7 p. m.
Judges for the debate will be Pro.
fe or George Ramsdell, Professor
Paul Whitbeck, and Ernest Muller
of the Bates faculty. Robert Len
non. pre-ident of the sophomore
cla s. will be chairman. Manager
for the debate is Eugene GJmart.n
of Park Ridge, N. J.
Affirmative speakers will be:
Beverly Bragdon of
Augusta:
Richard Breault of Lewiston; and
Alan Hake- of Longmeadow, Mass.
Speaking fcr the negative will be:
Marie Gerrish of Dover-Foxcroft;
teymour Coopersmith of Boston,
Mass ; and Ru ell Young of Man
chester, N H
A prize o! $15 will be awarded to
the winning n am and $10 to the
be t individual speaker from the
Almon Cyril;
Lioby Memorial
Fund.

good start.
Two divisions in
the
annual
Cnarles Little had the largest ;
Pre: hman Prize Debate will be
number of ptrfe-t arithmetic pa held on the campus, Jan. 22.
pers displayed on the bulletin board
for tlie final three-week period of !
GLENMERE
the Pall term.
Oli the last morning of tlie Pall 1
Observed Her Ninetieth
term an informal assembly was
Mrs Winslow Watt celebrated her
held with each grade taking part 90th birthday. Jan. 3. quietly at her
The singing ol (he Christmas carols heme because of ill health. She was
was a feature among the numbers the recipient of many gifts and
presented.
cards and a handsome birthday
Grade Two—Mrs. Smithwick
In the afternoon each room was cake.
We are off to a fine .‘■-.art f< r ti;
New Year. Two boy Robert Mur- liven a party by the P.T.A. room
mothers, their helpers and the
gita and Charle- Colson, are the
DUTCH NECK
teachers.
room helpers for January. Who
Work
is
progressing favorably on
Miss Steele made her monthly in
says that boys are not neat?
spection this week and reported a the Dutch Neck Chapel which is
We began our first week with a
be.ng re-decorated. The Sunday
perfect rocm in cleanliness.
Christmas parade with the chil
night service was held in the Com
Grade Three—Mrs. Walker
dren proudly exhibiting mechanical
munity building w.th a small at
toys, attractive dolls, interesting
Holidays and happy vacation
tendance owing to the bad weather.
Our ‘Open
hooks, gun and holster sets, and days have parsed
On Thursday an all day session
other toys. There was no difficult; House" Christm,. assembly pro
gram and our Christmas Parent- was held at the Community house
in getting the children to talk.
Tcaeher program, ifi which every to braid rugs. The ladies served a
-hi’d participated, are now events ' casserole dinner at noon to which
the gentlemen of the community
of last year.
Much individual and detailed were invited.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Vanderpool
creative work and planning went
into the Christmas decorations spent Thursday in Portland on
Gloria Colpritt, Carl Griffith. June business.
Willis, and Bonnie Billings con
Mrs. Hattie Merrill, Mrs. Herbert
tributed Christmas murals fcr our Stahl, and Mrs Herbert Geele. who
walls using poster paints. The have all been quite ill, are improv
window de orations, made by Gloria ing slowly, and all are able to sit
Colpritt. Jacqueline Rapose, Re up for a short while each day.
becca Dow. George Black, and
Mrs. Arthur Chute and Mrs. Fred
Anita Knowltcn consisted cf sprays Chute attended the Housekeeper’s
of evergreen tied with red rifcbcn, Day luncheon of the Woman's
red bells, and pine cones. D.u;ic Club on Tuesday. The guest speak
Gamage made an unusually at er was MLss Florence Jenkins,
tractive dooi decoraticn. It con State Director of Home Economics
sisted of sprays of evergreen and in Education.
a large red ribbon bow. From the
Mr .and Mrs. Everett Winchenends of the ribbon bow were at ba h were recent guests of her
tached beautifully-wrapped Christ parents in Rockland.
mas gifts.
Mr', and airs. Warren D. Smith of
Daniel Davey. Carl Griffith, Barry Rockland were Sunday guests oi
Ellis, David Gamage. and Brian her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Claude)
Smallwood helped remove all evi Miller.
dence of our Christmas decoration
from windows walls and tree A
and Pamela Saunders visited Port,
thoughtful Parent-Teacher Asso Clyde. Mary Jean Rowling was in 1
ciation served us with sandwiches,
Dark Harbor, and Rose-Ann Small
cake, brownies, cookies and punch.
was a guest at Bar Harbor.
Many interested parents served on
Gerald Grant and Charles Huntthe committee. George Black. ley have returned to school.
Daniel D vey, Kenneth Nolan. ,
Paul King and Gerald Grant are
Paul Powles, Brian Smallwood miking a picture dictionary.
Robert Flanders, Norma Conary.
Our youngest visitor eve- was
Nancy Cross, and Charlotte Kelli eight-day old Adelle Cuthbertscn.
her have new reading material.
daughter of Mr and Mrs Reber'
Robert Sukeforth is absent be Cuthbertsoncause of illness. We wish him an
We were unusually happy Friday
Grade Four—Sirs. Hall
afternoon because we won the
All the children report a Merry January P.TA. party for having
Christinas bicycles, skates, radios, the largest number of parents at
AND LESS
clothing, school materials, books, the last meeting. Mrs. Pauline
and dolls brought happy smiles to Saunders, Mrs. Laura Cummings, .
on Signature, Furniture, Car
many faces
and Mrs Rita Mazzeo served punch,
All our decorations will be put sandwiches, and delicious frosted !
Need extra cash to get a
away before 'Twelfth Night."
cake. The teacher was very, very
fresh start . . . pay leftover
Many of the children vacationed proud of her group of well-behaved
1/lllS . . . for medical or den
away from home. Earl Withee was children. They acted very "grown
tal expenses . ,, home or car
in Boston, while Richard Cummings up.” Thanks to all the mothers
repairs ... to aid relatives ...
went to Portland. Dennis Teel for making the party possible.

While the mucn talked of steel
mill for New England will not be
near Rockland, it cannot but have
a benign financial influence on all
New England if it b- anie a reality
for it will employ between 40.000
and 50.000.
According to reports the $250000.000 needed for the mill is to
be supplied by the government and
the mill will be located in the New
London. Conn., area.
Stuart Symington, chairman of
the National Resources Security
Board notified Senator Brien Mc
Mahon iD.. Conn.i that a ceritficate of necessity will be issued at
once. The plant will be built for the
New England Steel Developmen'
Corp.
Senator Benton ‘D. Conn.) said
that the plant means jobs for
40.000 to 60 000 New Englanders.
Two other New England regions
sought to have the mill located in
their areas
Construction of an ore-to-steel
plant in New England was opposed
by the steel industry on the
grounds that the present non-New
England plant could take care of
the .six-State regions increasing
demands for steel.
New England Steel Development
Corps executive . however, hope
to get an operating steel company
to build and operate the mill.
If no company is willing to un
dertake the projecl Development
Corp, offi cials will ask the govern
ment for a construction loan on
the basis the plant Ls essential to
the national defence program.
The New England Steel Develop
ment Corp, was organizid for the
purpose of getting a steel mill into
the region.
The organizational
work was dene by the New England
Council, a non-profit ;roup of NewEngland businessmen who piomote
New England as an ideal place for
business and indu-'.ri.’l operations
In Boston, Dudley Harmon
executive vice n- i-lent of the New
England Council, said the SRB's
action in g:antin' lhe certificate
was “recognition of the economic
soundness of a project which has
been termed th” mnrt important in
New England’s industrial history.
“It has been more th n four
years in the making,' Harmon said,
“and into it has gone the very best
of Yankee business thinking and
research inspired and co-ordinated
by the New England Council.”
The New England business lead
ers who have long sought to build
a steel plant in the area contend
that the present high cost of trans
porting steel to metal working
plants in the region ha been re-

Twas A Success
Christmas Seal Campaign For
1950 Most Gratifying
The Pour County Tuberculosis
Association today
thanked the
many volunteers who “gave unstintingly of their time and en
ergy" to make the 1960 campaign
a success.
Much of the credit for the suc
cess of the 1E6O Christmas Seal
sale must go to the work of the
Volunteers. Miss Nason, Director
of the Association, said, “Despite
the great demands made on their
time and energy during the cam
paign the volunteers were always
ready to pitch In and help whereever needed.”
Those who have forgotten or
postponed
acknowledgement ol
their 1950 Christmas seal letters
were urged to write in at once.
Seme people, by note , received,
have unintentionally mislaid their
seal sale letter or overlooked mak
ing their returns in the rush of
holiday preparations. Payments
for eaLs are coming in dally and
the A xhation is grateful for these
late returns which are needed to
carry on the work of Tuberculosis
prevention and control which Ls
financed through
the
twelve
months of the year by the Christ
mas Seal Sale.
A resolution o! thank., to every
Knox. Lincoln, Sagadahoc and
Waldo County resident who bought
and used Christmas seals was
adopted and made public by the
Advisory Board of the Pour Coun
ty Tuberculosis Association with
the campaign being labeled “A true
community project.”
tarding New England's industrial
development.
They maintain that iron ore can
be brought cheaper by water from
Labrador fields, that it costs no
more to bring coal to New England
from West Virginia than it does to
ship it to present steel production
areas and that water and limestone
are both available in the six State
regicn.
Estimates say that $8 to $12 a
ton can be saved b.v producing
steel in New England for NewEngland's steel using industries and
that the ravings would be reflected
in consumer cost of metal products.
The State of Connecticut put
$80,000 into a fund which was ad
ministered by the New England
Council for surveying Connecticut's
possibilities as a steel plant site.
Former Connect icut Governor
Chester Bowles <D.) under whose
administration the S80.CCO fund
was appropriated, said in Washing
ton that the steel mill will enable
New England to compete on more
even terms with ether sections of
the country.
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The Rotary Chib

Learned Address On Social
ized Medicine and Compul
Recording Some Of the More Important Events
sory Health Insurance

Of the Past Year In Knox County

'Socialized Medicine and Com
pulsory Health Insurance, as the
system is visualized by the Ameri
Dec. 12—Warden J. Wallace Lov
can Physicians,” was the subject of *
ell of Thomaston Prison announced
a scholarly address by Dr. Wesley
his resignation.
N. Wasgatt of this city delivered
Dec. 13—-Donald Calderwood of
to members of the local Rotary
Rockland named president of the
Club Friday. It is to be regretted
American I.egion Drum and Bugle
that the general public could not
Corps.
have been admitted to hear one of
Dec. 13—Robert W
Hudson
the most interesting discussions
named president of the Rockland
which Rotarians have enjoyed in
Chamber of Commerce.
recent years.
Dec. 14—Coast Guard cutter
The speaker, with the aplomb
Snohomish landed supplies on
which comes from a thorough
Saddlback Ledge Light Station,
making tre first landing since the knowledge of his subject, compared
the system now in vogue in Great
Nov. 25 storm.
Dec. 15—A pay raise was granted Britain under its Labor Govern
ment wfith his personal observa
city employes.
tions in Germany during the war
Dec 16—Opening of the basket
and
that which prevailed in New
ball league sponsored by The Cou
rier-Gazette and the City Recrea Zealand until the recent elections
in that far distant land.
tion Departmmt.
Hospitals crowded with chronic
Dec. 18—A Massachusetts wom
cases
to the exclusion of emergency
an was fatally injured in a Camd?n auto accident, the first high patients; physicians overworked
way death in Knox County in 1950. and losing personal interest no
*
Dec. 18—Carl M. Stilphen was longer possible in the brief time
permitted
for
consultations
and
named new chairman of the Rock
examinations; pharmacists becom
land City Council.
ing
rich with floods of prescriptions
Dec. 21—More than 30 members
of the local National Guard unit, which ur.der ordinary conditions
training in Georgia, arrived home would be unknown and the in
creased cost of administrating the
for holiday furloughs
Dec. 27 — Rockland attorney system with its political implica
George W. Wood. Jr., charged in tions were described as basic rea
human treatment of certain in sons for the growing opposition
mates of Thomaston State Prison. upon the part of the American
I Dec. 28—Marine Corporal Don practitioner.
The Doctor held the rapt atten
ald J. Walker, 27. of Rockland was
tion
of those present as he defatally injured in an auto accident
in Maryland, while enroute to I scribed the daily work and experi
ences of the physician of the pre
Rockland.
Dec 30—The second group of sent day working with all the in
Kncx County National Guardsmen ventions and equipment now avail
arrived home for holiday furloughs. able and taking advantage of the
1 newly discovered medicines that
make up the complex practice of
GLEN COVE
the profession.
Mrs. Edith Overlock of Rockport
He paid a glowing tribute to the
and MLss Angie Drinkwater of medical man who answers the
Camden were guests Saturday of summons for help at all hours of
Miss Emily Hall.
the day and night and made it
Very good sliding was enjoyed clear that financial compensation
Saturday by the young folks, rang alone is net the answer to the urge
ing in age from 2ri to 26 years, which prompts these men to thus
mothers assisting the small chil minister to suffering humanity.
dren, 22 in all.
Our crowded hospitaLs and sana
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Black at toriums, the dearth of physicians
tended the joint installation of the and nurses and dentists and the
K P. and Pythians Friday night in imminent demands of tlie military
Friendship. Little Miss Sandra authorities were considered by the
Black was one of the flower girls. speaker who made a compelling ar
They report it was a very beau gument against a new idea which
tiful installation.
has failed in some countries and is
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Pinkham under criticism where it now
of Lincolnville, and Mrs. Louise exists.
Albert A. Oulette of Brunswick
Ingraham of Rockland were dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Hall Alton Crone of Belfast and Allen
Wednesday. The Pinkhams are Payson of Camden were visiting
house guests of Mrs. Ingraham for Rotarians.
several weeks.

Nov. 16—Lions Club auction in
the Rockland Community Building
Nov. 18—Miss Thelma Knight,
18. of Camden was chosen Apple
Princess cf Limerock Valley Po
mona Grange.
Nov. 19—Rev. Cyril Palmer of
the Rockland Church of the Naza
rene resigned to go to Newport.
Vt.. where he and his wife will
enter a new Home Mission project.
Nov. 28—George Heino, 17, of
West Rockport, was hospitalized
after a shooting accident
Nov. 20—Formal dedication of
the Tibbetts Industries Plant, Cam
den.
Nov. 21—Atwood Brothers lobster
wholesale plant opened in St.
George.
Nov. 23—Robert Cummings, 14, of
South Hope was injured in a
shooting accident while hunting.
Nov 24—Irving Lufkin. Jr., of
East Warren went to the National
4-H Club Congress in Chicago, IU..
after he had won the National
Garden Contest for the State of
Maine.
Nov .25-28— High winds and seas
caused great damage along coastal
areas during a week-end storm
Nov. 28—MLss Pearl Borgerson of
Rockland replaced Milton M Grif
fin as Knox County Clerk of
Courts
Dec. 2—Brig. Gen. Kenneth P.
Lord (retired) was named head of
civil defense for Knox County
Dec. 3—The store of David Maz
zeo. Old County road, was dam
aged by fire.
Dec 4—City election.
Dec. 4—RE.C. representative met
with lobstermen and fishermen to
extend loans to cover damage done
in the Nov. 25 storm.
Dec. 4—Mrs Blythe C. Perry of
Ro;kland was arraigned in Munici
pal Court on embezzlement charges.
Dec. 5—Maurice E. Simmons. 49,
Tenant's Harbpr lobsterman. was
lost off Port Clyde.
Dec. 8—A runaway truck collid
ed with the side of the house oc
cupied by Richmond Stratton, West
Meadow road.
Dec 9- Rockland attorney Chris
tie Adams was named Knox Coun
ty campaign director for the 1951
March of Dimes.
Dec. 10—Radio contact was es
tablished with Saddleback Ledge
light station far the first rime since
the Nov. 25 storm.
Dec. 12—Beds' of drowned fisher
man found off Seal Island Oct. 15
was identified as that of a Rock
land man lost when the New
Bedford dragger Theresa A went
down off Nantucket Sept 12.
i Advertise in The Courier-Gazette
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You CAN Get n

Loonat/eiscmi/
$1000

or other good purposes?

*«por

CASH YOU GET

Monthly

$600

$400

$31.13
1 5 Mos.
20 Mos.’ i 24.46
♦ Applies to loons
Fed. Reg. W. Above
everything! Loans of
or for other periods,
tion.

$46 70
36.69

exempt from
payments cover
other ontocn' ,
ore in propsr(UA)

You’ll find it’s “yes” promptly
to 4 out of 5 at ftyiMmaf-

Don’t borrow unnecessarily,
but if a loan is the sensible
solution, come in—or phone

CZ

Z1

Tet>rna(

first for 1-trip

service. Loan
is made your
way and fast!

7bt&ona&
FINANCE CO. J
OF MAINE

2nd FI., (Fornsworth Memorial Bldg.I

356 MAIN STREET
Rockland, Me.
Phone: 1133

Ph'liip Campbell. YES MANogei
OPEN SATURDAYS UNTIL NOON
teens mode to residents of all surrounding towns
1

PURCHASE STREET SCHOOL NOTES
Grade Five—Miss Luce

At lust we are back

to school

after the Christmas vacation.
What fun we had miking Christ
mas dicorations, singing carols,
hearing and reading the Christmas
stories, and having Christmas pro
grams. Now we wish ycu all a
happy new year
We have another new member in
our class, Carolyn DeMass from
the South School. Wc are very
happy to have her with us.
Much interest is being shown
In the study cf the South. Plans
are being mide, materials are be
ing gathered, and outlines have
already been started. We are hop
ing that it will prove a profitable
experience for all.
Grade Five—Mrs. Crocker

We have been very busy since ,
our Christmas vacation We have ’
so many things to do
We are now working with some
fractions in arithmetic. We enjoy,
our work.
In social studies, we are studying
about the Southern States. There i

1 are many things to learn about
cotton and other crops and prod
ucts of the South.
We have two of our classmates
back with us again. They moved
away for a while.: They are RoseMarie Snowdeal and Patricia Du
gan. We are glad to have them
return
We were sorry that Donald Dem
mons had to leave us as he has
moved to New York.

fife if

These days It's only smart
to put your money in an
oil-new 1951 cor—and the
1951 Mercury is the buy
of the year. "The buy of
your life” in fact! Steady,
trouble-free running, low
operating costs, long de
pendable service, high re
sale value—there’s nothing
like the new Mercury!

'for

-for

enduring beauty!

lasting pou/er!

Admiring glances follow when
Mercury whisks by — for that
1951 Mercury look is long, low,
lively, and lovely. The kind of
practical style that will stay pop
ular for years! And the Mercury
rides just os sweet as it looks.

Mercury owners will tell you the
wonderful story of thrift, power,
and performance with Mercury's
great, 8-cylinder, V-type, “HiPower Compression" engine. But
gel Ihe focts for yourself—
drive Ihe new 1951 Mercury!

Maw 1951

If*

Grade Six-Mr. Bowers

Upon our return after Christ
mas vacation, we elected teams in
a spelling race. The following are
the captains: Nancy Griffith. Wil
liam Porter. Sally Emery. Douglas
Teel and Betty Withee.
We all enjoyed our little vaca
tion and new we arc ready to con
tinue with our fine work.
We are enjoying the fine books
that Mr. Noonan brought for our
library.
Our class is getting a great deal
of use from the new bulletin board
in our room Some of our best
work can now be put on display.

|\)ofbin^ Ife if

fJothintf

like

it on

the

road!

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.
32 Park Street,

Rockland, Maine
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